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announcements of all ages and it is in the
present tense! Buried under the debris of
the centuries, lie the forgotten dust of His
enemies, but He lives, and is alive forevermore. "When you go to Jerusalem you
find nothing but an empty grave," said an
old Mohammedan to a Christian missionary. "That is just the point," replied the
missionary; "Mohammed is in his coffin,
but Jesus Christ, is not here; He is risen!
And this is our hope."
This Scripture declares that He "is become the firstfruits of them that slept."
The figure is taken from the sacred types
of the Old Testament and refers to the
early harvest offerings. The day after the
Feast of the Passover, a sheaf of grain was
brought into the Temple as the firstfruits
of the harvest. After the grain had been
threshed and winnowed, it was parched
and bruised. Incense was added and the
priest shook it before the Lord toward the
four corners of the world and offered a
share of it upon the altar. So the harvest
began.
Thus Jesus Himself, the Passover Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world,

in Glory and find our loved ones beside us
there!
We shall put on immortality, "For this
corruptible must put on incorruption, and
this mortal must put on immortality." Our
body shall be like His. They shall "be
fashioned like unto His glorious body,"
declares the Apostle P a u l ; and John says,
"We shall be like Him." Here we have
known pain and suffering. Many of us
have watched through the long hours of
the night in agony. But in that glorious
body we shall feel no pain and know no
sickness. Hallelujah!
Weariness often
weighs our footsteps and we are forced to
pause short of our goal. How limited we
a r e ^ n d how close our confinement seems
at times! But lifted into that glorious
realm of the supernatural, borne along by
the throbbing stream of everlasting life,
we shall find our horizons receding back
through infinity and our energies shall be
boundless. Death waits at every corner
now and has made of earth's fields a graveyard for the race, but there is no death
there. "On such the second death hath no
power."
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" Q U T NOW is Christ risen from the dead,
O and become the Firstfruits of them
that slept" (I Cor. 15:20).
The resurrection of Jesus Christ is a well
authenticated fact. The Gospels record no
less than ten instances where the Lord reveals Himself after the mighty miracle of
the resurrection. At one time, upwards of
five hundred people saw Him. Repeatedly
He stood in the midst of the men who were
chosen as His Apostles. Not even the persecuting Jews were able to question the
truth of the events, though their sin-darkened hearts invented lies to cover their guilt.
Two thousand years of Christian civilization attest the fact that a powerful force
entered the life stream of the race when
Jesus burst the bonds of death. Over an
equal period stretches a long line of men
and women who lived and died praising
Him for the manifestation of His own Divine life in them. And today, after more
than two millenniums have passed into
history, Jesus still reveals Himself to the
human heart that, forsaking sin, trusts its
life in His nail pierced hands.
"Now is Christ risen." This is perhaps
one of the most profound and startling

A

became the Firstfruits of a great harvest.
His open triumph over death and the grave
is the pledge of our own resurrection.
"And if Christ be not risen, then is our
preaching vain, and your faith is also
vain." But He is risen, and because He
lives, we shall live also. Oh, Blessed Hope!
The Bible teaches that in the resurrection
we shall have a body that is identical with
the one in which we have lived during our
earthly pilgrimage, but it shall be a spiritual body. "It is sown a natural body; it is
raised a spiritual body." The form and
features of our loved ones, while touched
with an eternal radiance, will be the same
and we shall know them. The disciples
saw and recognized the Master.
There is a beautiful story of a father
and son who sailed together. One stormy
night their vessel was wrecked upon a
rocky shore. During the fury of the tempest, the father saw his boy washed overboard and thought he was lost forever.
After hours of exposure and suffering the
man himself was rescued but lay for hours
unconscious in a friendly home. When he
awoke he f o u n d his son beside him.
Brother think what it shall be to awake

The women came early to administer
the last sad rites of love and tender devotion and looking into the sepulcher expected to find death, but discovered, instead, that Jesus had made of the tomb a
doorway into Heaven. Looking for the silent form of the dead they saw angels.
Finally, this text teaches us that there
are limitations to the resurrection. Notice
the words, "of them that slept." Paul is
writing of the saints: "They also which
are fallen asleep in Christ." The joys of
the resurrection are reserved for men and
women of holy character. "Blessed and
holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection." Today is the day of salvation,
the hour of preparation. "If we have been
planted together in the likeness of His
death, we shall be also in the likeness of
His resurrection." Jesus came to save sinners. His precious Blood was shed to
cleanse from all sin. If we would rise in
the resurrection of the just, we must experience the benefits of the atonement.
A steamer was nearing New York harbor. Travel weary men and women were
looking forward to the hour when the ship
would slip through the quiet waters of the
harbor to her anchorage. On board was a
young man who paced nervously up and
down the deck. Finally he could bear the
strain of his own thoughts no longer.
"Men," said he, addressing some of his fellow passengers, "I am a deserter from the
navy returning home and I shall be put in
irons. I have no passport!" While the
others waited in happy anticipation, his
heart was filled with dark forebodings.
Reader, you, too, are nearing the end of
life's voyage. Do you have a passport?
Are you ready for the first resurrection?
—Pilgrim Holiness
Advocate.
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Editorial
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HIS WEEK in the calendar of the Christian church is meaningful from beginning to end.
Eight chapters in the gospel of Matthew,
six in the gospel of Mark, five and part of
the sixth in the gospel of Luke5 and ten in
the gospel of St. John are given to the Passion week and events following the resurrection. Of the 89 chapters in the Gospels,
30 are devoted to giving us the incidents
and teachings of this brief period of time.
Without doubt, divine inspiration has provided that this meaningful period in the
earthly ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ,
should be recorded for our guidance and
blessing.
One is gripped with the varied revelations that come to light in this mere eightday period. Just a glimpse at Christ as He
was seen and felt by His fellowmen causes
one to bow in humble submission before so
great a man.

QwiUi and

Grief
Riding down over the Mount of Olives
in that unusual procession, Jesus is cognizant of all the classes that went to make up
the procession. Amid all the shouting and
palm spreading, Jesus looked—beheld the
city and wept over it. The glory of the
occasion was dreadfully overshadowed by
the rebellious heart of man that would
within a-few years find Jerusalem laid
waste and men suffering terrible privations,
because in their hearts they had rejected
Him.
Fury
In Christ was the marvelous combination
of Deity and humanity. This caused Him
to go into the temple and with godly jealously for the sacredness of the place, drove
from the temple those who were defiling
the place. There must have been such a
force in His voice,' such a pierce to His
eye and such a bearing to His walk that no
power of opposition could stem the meager
manifesto of holy indignation. What a day
is ahead for the world's history when
what happened that day in the temple will
touch every nook and corner of man's
whereabouts and before Him every knee
shall bow and every tongue confess that
He is Lord to the glory of God the Father.
Ministry
What an unusual example of service is
depicted in the upper room when suddenly
the average law of procedure is replaced
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by a new order. Water in a basin, garments laid aside, the King of kings now
becomes the servant of servants. Girded
with a towel, Jesus stoops to wash His disciples' feet and then to wipe them dry. A
menial service becomes a great ministry
when Jesus has a part in it. Jesus sent
them forth from that moment to follow the
example that He had given to them.
Tenderness
Soon the shepherd would be smitten and
the sheep would be scattered. "Having
loved his own that were in the world he
loved them unto the end." Ahead for the
disciples was the crucial test of their lives.
No more comforting, instructive and inspirational words can be found than those
gracious truths that Jesus spoke in St. John
14, 15 and 167 "Let not your heart be
troubled—". A balm for aching hearts and
tired feet.
Agony
The Garden of Gethsemane, Pilate's
judgment hall with all its inhuman treatment, the trudge up Golgotha's hill, the
nailing to the cross; these are but a part
of the deep suffering that was necessary to
lift from man the awful scourge of misery that sin has created. His suffering
reaches its peak when the agonies of the
physical are completely eclipsed by the
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spiritual anguish of being forsaken by the
Father and in the blackness of midday
finds the wrath of God resting upon Him.
The travail of soul as endured by the Lord
Jesus Christ will only be compensated for
when He looks into the faces of the redeemed hosts of all ages.
Triumph
Victory was realized on the cross when
having cried with a loud voice, "It is finished", Jesus bowed His head and gave up
the ghost. Jesus had said, "No man taketh
my life from me. I have power to lay it
down and I have power to take it again."
In reality they lost their prisoner on the
cross. No wonder Pilate marvelled that He
was* already dead and would only release
the body of Jesus to Nicodemus when His
death was confirmed by the Roman Centurion.
Then—what a morning the morning of
the resurrection turned out to be. The government did not want to accept defeat so
they connived a story to explain the disappearance of the body of Jesus. Before
the first twenty-four hours were over, all
of the disciples but Thomas were satisfied
that Christ had successfully conquered
death.
Passion week surrounds so magnificent a
person as the Lord Jesus Christ. May we
emerge from this season with a deeper devotion to Christ, a greater zeal for His
cause and a boldness to present the marvelous gospel everywhere.—J. N. H.

Was Christ Ever Inactive

M

UCH HAS BEEN written concerning the
- resurrection of Jesus Christ from the
grave. Paul desired to know the power of
the resurrection. Peter has told us that we
are begotten again unto a lively hope by
the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the
dead. That Christ rose from the dead is
scriptural but is it scriptural to believe
that Christ was inactive for three days?
When Jesus himself said, "As Jonah was
three days and three nights in the whale's
belly so shall the Son of man be three
days and nights in the heart of the earth,"
did He mean that He lay in the grave for
that length of time? I know that we sing,
"Low in the grave He lay, Jesus my
Saviour
Waiting the coming day, Jesus my Lord"
but did He? I do not believe that He did
for the following reasons.
(Continued on next page)
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Was Christ Ever Inactive
(Continued from previous page)
While Christ's body was placed in the
tomb the incorruptible One did not remain
in the tomb. The tomb is far from being
the heart of the earth. It is just below the
crust of the surface of the earth. Jonah
was in the whale's belly not merely under
the whale's skin. Christ was placed in the
tomb, i.e. His body was. From the time
when He hung upon the cross and said.
"Father into thy hands I commend my
Spirit" He had an incorruptible body, a
body that could leave off form and take
on form at will. With said body He went
down, down, down to the lowest part of
the earth.
In Ephesians 4:9-10 are words often
read by Brethren in Christ ministers and
heard by her members, "Now he that ascended, what is it but that he also descended first into the lower parts of the earth?
He that descended is the same also that
ascended up far above all heavens, that
he might fill all things."
This parenthetical statement found in
Ephesians is very intriguing and distinctive. It needs to be noted carefully. It
tells us that the descended and ascended
person is one. Not only the same person
but the same likeness. If a bodily ascent
of our Lord is credible why is a descended
body less credible? There is a reason why
the women and disciples found an empty
tomb. Truly the apparent body of Christ's

the extent of His humiliation was the
humiliation had been laid in the tomb but
cross. See the Great Kenosis in Philippians 2:5-11, "He became obedient unto
death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him,
etc." When? Is it unsound to believe from
the moment of the cross? Surely not.
In I Corinthians 15:20 we read, "Now is
Christ risen from the dead, and become the
first fruits of them which slept." The
question which is naturally raised is, "Who
are the d e a d ? " A second question is, "Who
are those who s l e p t ? " When God's Word
is carefully noted it is readily seen that
the dead are those who are separated from
God. We believe, according to the Word,
that they are in hell. It was in hell that
the rich man lifted up his eyes. What
kind of a body he had or what type of body
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the people in hell have we are not told but
we know that it is one that cannot be annihilated or destroyed.
Those who sleep in Jesus are those whose
spirits and minds (souls) are separated
from the mortal body. None but the deluded believe that sleeping, naturally considered, means the cessation of the whole
life-giving faculties of man such as circulation, respiration, etc. Nor does the
sleeping in death mean the cessation of.
being. The great American poet, Longfellow has rightly said: "There is no
death; What seems so is transition. This
life of mortal breath is but a suburb of the
life elysian, whose portals, we call death."
For Christ, as for us, the grave is but
the entrance for the regions beyond.
Christ's mission took Him beyond the
grave. It took Him to the lowest hell. Our
body sees corruption. Thus in the resurrection we are given a new body fashioned
according to His glorious likeness. Christ's
Incarnate Body saw no corruption. God
said that He would not permit it and He
didn't. Praise His Name! From the time
of the cross, that body which was subject
to time and space cast off its limitations.
It became a glorious body like unto the
kind He will give us. Here this moment,
there next moment, yonder the next moment. How marvelous! Yet how true!
Hallelujah! It is Christ's immediate change
which produces activity beyond our comprehension. "How unsearchable are his
riches and his ways past finding out."
In meditating on this theme I came
across the following in the Preacher's Homiletical Commentary: "In I Cor. 15:20-28
we are amongst the most sublime disclosures which with their very excess of
glory almost cease to disclose anything.
They are sublime almost to being obscure.
The horizon is so bright and the facts are
so far away and so low down towards it,
that we can scarcely make out anything.
We hear such words as verse 28, we repeat
the word, but we can scarcely do more
than let our hearts ponder and reverently
and soberly imagine. We can make nothing
precise."
That is the way I feel in connection
with Ephesians 4:9-10. Christ, the Anointed One, from the day of His condescension
to the day of His exaltation in His ascension may have been in Heaven in Spirit
but all Christians believe that he was
bodily on earth during the days of His
incarnation. When did His incarnation
cease? When He said, "It is finished," or
when He arose again? When did the possibility of incorruption start and the incarnation cease? I believe at the cross. So
with an incorruptible body he could go and
preach to the spirits in prison. I do not
believe in "soul sleeping" for man nor inactivity for the Son of Man. The only
exception was when Christ tasted death for
every man on the cross.—/. A. C.
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"This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we all are
(Acts 2:32).

witnesses."

HRIST WAS THE keynote of the apostles' the material to the spiritual, you pass bepreaching. No matter what aspect of yond the reach of the knowledge we call
their faith they discussed or proclaimed, "scientific."
they always made sure that it was centered
Spinoza was perhaps one of the greatest
in Christ. They knew perfectly well that
thinkers
the world has ever known, but
they were not merely teachers of a new
religion, but witnesses of a living Lord. few people today regard his ideas as valid.
The vital thing, as they saw it. was not to At the time he wrote, geometry was much
get people to believe their doctrine in a in vogue, and he attempted to explain all
general way, but to grasp the truth as they things in geometrical terms. He overlooked
themselves had grasped it about Christ the fact that you cannot measure mind as
you can space. The scientist can tell you
Himself. To them, He meant everything.
about the component paTts of a flower. He
The story of Christendom, and of the can describe in detail the way they are
world at large, might have been traced fitted together, but he cannot describe the
through less tragic scenes if only Christ's beauty of that flower, much less make you
followers had always kept this first em- feel that beauty. The best science can do
phasis.
is to lead us through the world of objects
It does not need a compass to be very to the borders of the spiritual realm, then
much out of true for the ship to lose its leave us and say, "From here, you must
course. The Christian church can say with go on without my help."
perfect truth that it has never lost sight of
Christ, but can it say that He has never
been pushed into the background? The
state of Christendom to-day is only too
much like the picture painted by Christ in
His message by John to the Church at
Laodicea, "Behold I stand at the door and
knock. If any man will open the door, I
will come in. . . ."

C

What are the alternatives, if we lose
touch with Christ? In the world to-day, as
perhaps in every generation, there are at
least three well-defined modes of thought
which serve as an alternative to vital contact with Jesus Christ. Let us consider
these, and attempt to judge their validity.
Can Science

Satisfy?

We have what we may term the scientific
outlook. There has always been a section
of people who have thought that knowledge
could point the way to Utopia. The past
two or three generations in the Western
world have heard a great deal about
Science. It could hardly have been otherwise, for tremendous strides have been
taken in that branch of knowledge. The
universe has yielded up its secrets to our
scientists. The development of radio and
flying are but two of the most obvious
features of our modern world.
It is not to be wondered at then, if the
ordinary man comes to regard science as
the very last word. If he is told that "science says this" or "science says that," he
immediately begins to take notice. It is,
however, just at this point that he feels the
rub. The kind of knowledge which falls
under the designation "science" may be
valid - as far as it goes. It may, indeed it
has, led to great achievements, but there
comes a point at which it ceases to be
valid. The material world is science's field
of investigation, but when you pass from

Christ
or
Creed
Rev. J. Calvert
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form the various parties believe they could
put the world right, providing they were
given the chance.
'The weakness of philosophy of every
kind lies in the insecurity of its premises.
If the foundations upon which Plato built
had been secure, his edifice would have
remained with little change till now. The
philosopher labours under a disadvantage
for he has to assume where he ought to be
able to demonstrate. Another weakness inherent in philosophy is that it has little
appeal for the uneducated. Apart from
catch words they might pick up, they just
do not know what it's all about. Again,
even the student realizes the limitations of
any* philosophy. He knows that what
philosophers have argued, seemingly with
irresistible logic has been shown by their
successors to be fallacious.
So, generally speaking, philosophy is
theory rather than practice. Argument is
all right in its place, but when you find
yourself in the depths, when the tide is
running fast against you, you need something more than human reasoning, no matter how sparkling it may seem, to which to
cling. To turn your back on Christ and

Cariss

So, while science is valuable, it is not
all-sufficient.
If men turn their back on Christ, and
turn to science as their guide through life
and their assurance for the world to come,
they leave the sure, unwavering light of
Truth, and follow the dazzling glare of a
lamp which goes out unkindly when the
darkest and most dangerous places lie just
ahead.
Vain Philosophies
Then we have the philosophical
attitude.
There has never been a human situation
over which someone could not philosophize. From the days of Socrates, Plato
and Aristotle, down to the times of John
Stewart Mills and Herbert Spencer, or
later still men have felt they had discovered the key to universal stability. Politics
are really only a branch of philosophy.
They are fine schemes by which those who

seek hope and peace within philosophy, is
just about as foolish as throwing away a
jewel to chase the thistledown.
Yet again, as always, so today, the religious outlook is to be found, as distinct
from simple faith in and companionship
with Jesus Christ. Man is fundamentally
religious. If he does not worship the true
God, he will put some other god or gods
in His place. Man must worship someone
or something. In contrast to the scientific
outlook, the outlook of the man who knows
or thinks he knows; in contrast to the
philosophical attitude of the man who fits
everything, or thinks he fits everything,
into a slick creed or formula, there is the
(Continued on page sixteen)
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The Mission Of The Christian
Liberal Arts College
H. G. Brubaker
Inaugural

address given by Dr. Brubaker upon his
accedence to the presidency of Up/and

HE PACE FOR the program this afternoon
has already been set through the
charge given by Dr. Jesse F. Lady, and my
acceptance of the presidency of Upland
College. Naturally, you want to know what
type of outlook and vision the incoming
president has for the college.
Let us rest this address on the Mission
of the Christian Liberal Arts College in a
multiple Scripture reference to portray the
Christian view of life, of man, of the
world, and of the universe by asserting that
''in the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the Word was
God. All things were made by Him; and
without Him was not anything made that
was made," John 1:1-3. By this creative
fiat, "God breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became'a living
soul," Gen. 1:27; 2:7.
The omnipresence of God in and beyond
all of His creation was recognized by the
psalmist David when he asked: "Whither
shall I go from Thy Spirit? or whither
shall I flee from Thy presence," Psa.
139:7. Very hurriedly he answers his own
questions by asserting that in heaven, in
hell, and in "the uttermost parts of the
sea," everywhere shall God's hand lead,
and His right hand uphold. Psa. 139:8-10.
In sensing this same fact, the apostle Paul
told the pagan zealots on Mars Hill, "In
Him we live, and move, and have our
being," Acts 17:28. In Christian education, as in most education, we search for
truth. To searchers for truth, Jesus said:
"I am the truth" and "the truth shall make
you free," John 14:6; 8:32. This is just
as the apostle Paul pointed out, when he
said, "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap." Here St. Paul speaks of
outcomes. Move in any given direction
and the outcome is inevitable. Sow truth
and the outcome is freedom. Sow the Christian philosophy of education with its attendant Bible way of salvation and the
harvest will be Christian young people in
all walks of life.
On the other hand, sow the naturalistic
philosophy of education with its idea that
the universe was whirled together by
chance either from star dust or fire vapor,
and that man is merely a soul-less animal
of a higher order, and we shall, as Dr.
Butterick, the great present-day pulpit
orator, writer, and educator, says, "Re,ap

T

College

a nation of civilized pagans.," Continue to
sow a God-less education, and we shall
reap a God-less society—a God-less world.
The frame of reference for Christian
education is God. God and salvation
through Christ is central in Christian education. God, the Bible, and Christian
teaching are not merely adjuncts or something added, but they surround and permeate all. The liberal arts as seen by a
Christian College come within the sphere
of God and His created universe. This
overall perspective seen clearly and taught
diligently assures a fruitage of Christian
scholarship, and Christian citizenship.

philosophy of education notes especially
the factors which lift and cause the culture
of a people to rise in their morals and
their ethics.
In like manner in the Christian College,
the social sciences receive the Christian
interpretation of man and his activities as
On the other hand, an emphasis on sec- found in history, sociology, economics, poular scholarship, with Bible and religious litical science, psychology, and education.
services and activities as a necessary ap- The Christian interpretation of life lived in
pendage, soon bows Christianity as a vital service to God and man "delivers from the
force out of the curriculum, and out of the futility of a life bounded by the two dates
college. The Christian religion then be- of a tomb stone." The Christian interprecomes a culture to be appreciated, but not tation of life honors man a"s~5~soul; created
a life to be lived.
"in the image of God." This takes man
beyond
the second tombstone date. The
A Christian college that is underwritten
by the Christian view of life, man, the Christian interpretation of man's activities
world, and the universe, just naturally "gives technical and professional training
reckons with God in all the liberal arts. a tie into the dramatic creative purposes of
Especially is this true of the physical sci- God as tools to spread the good news of
ences. Contrary to popular opinion, there the kingdom."
In light of this, Christian philosophy,
is no clash between science and Christianity. It takes the Christian view of the Bible, and the Christian religion are
things to portray a fair picture, in light of more than an addition of core courses to
the fact that God created out of nothing the college curriculum. The philosophy of
the physical world and the universe as well the Christian religion permeates everyas all of its laws. Man never creates a thing; the Christian philosophy is tracething. The best he can do is to study, dis- able in every class; the Christian philosocover, research, and then re-arrange things phy is traceable in the co-curricular activiand materials. When things are put toge- ties; the Christian philosophy is traceable
ther in a new way, we call it an invention. in the social friendships; the Christian
Observing and handling and studying what philosophy is traceable in the citizenship
God has so marvelously wrought, has led on and off campus; the Christian philosomost of the leading scientists to believe in phy is traceable in the evangelistic spirit
God. God reveals Himself to them through and prayer life of the campus of the Christian Liberal arts college, and challenges
his handiwork.
everyone to be a Christian at his best.
The same is true of the humanities comNow, you are ready to ask the question.
monly called the communicative arts. They
relay the cultural heritage of the past via "How can this mission or calling of a
literature, language, art, music, sculpture, Christian liberal arts college be realized
and architecture. But for the blight of on the Upland College Campus?" First, I
sin. this would be the greatest evidence of would point to Christian parents who
God at work, Rom. 1:19-32. But the race recognize the difference between an educahas been contaminated and needs redemp- tion that is God through Christ centered,
tion. The cultural heritage produced by and an education that is centered in natuthe redeemed differs greatly from the cul- ralism, materialism, and secularism; Chris(Continued on page seventeen)
^tural heritage of the pagans. The Christian
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The Bible - The Essential
Handbook Of The Missionary
MEDITATIONS ON MISSIONARY ESSENTIALS
Arthur M.
(Concluded from previous issue)

W

E CONCLUDED the first article on

the

topic, "The Bible—The Essential
Handbook of the Missionary", by quoting
Carver:
"In the Bible as the missionary textbook
we find, characterizing its general spirit
and emphasized in definite passages, the
missionary thought in God's heart, the missionary message in Christ's atonement, the
missionary duty in our Lord's commands,
the missionary motive in the nature of the
redeemed life, the missionary task in a
'world lying in the evil one,' (I John
5:19), the missionary power in 'the Holy
Spirit whom God hath given to them that
obey Him,' (Acts 5:32), the missionary
goal in 'the day of Jesus Christ' (Philippians 1:6)."
Let me re-emphasize these points:
I. The Missionary
heart.

Thought

in

God's

II. The Missionary
Atonement.

Message in Christ's

III. The Missionary
commands.

Duty in our Lord's

should know our Bibles to defend the
source of our brand of missionary-ism.
Our central text must be John 3:16—"For
God so loved the world, that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life." In addition and associated are such texts as John 3:17—"For
God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world
through him might be saved"; II Corinthians 5:19—-"God was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing
their trespasses unto them! and hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation";
I John 2:2—-"For the life was manifested
and we have seen it, and bear witness, and
shew unto you that eternal life, which was
with the Father, and was manifested unto
u s " ; John 1:29—"Behold the Lamb of
God, which taketh away the sin of the
world"; Acts 17:26, 27—"And hath made
of one blood all nations of men for to
dwell on all the face of the earth, and
' W W

IV. The Missionary Motive in the nature
of the redeemed life.
V. The Missionary Task in a 'world lying in the evil one.'
VI. The Missionary Power in 'the Holy
Spirit whom God hath given to
- them that obey Him.'
VII. The Missionary
Jesus Christ.'

Climenhaga

Goal in 'the day of

At this point we again become aware of
the Look-like qualities of the theme and
thus but briefly summarize in discussion
these several divisions.
I. The Bible is the Missionary's Essential Handbook because he finds in it
the Missionary thought in God's
heart.
Missions is not the product of the human
mind, it did not originate as a philanthropy, nor did it arise as the result of the
scheme or inventions of a Carey or even
the Apostle Paul. Its fountain-head was in
the heart of God and it was expressed in
the supreme revelation in the incarnation
of Jesus Christ, God's Great Missionary
to a lost world. For that reason, you and I

T
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hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation;
That they should seek the Lord, if haply
tljey might feel after him, and find him,
though he be not far from every one of us."
As Glover says in his "Bible Basis of
Missions, "The enterprise known as worldwide missions, then, is simply the carrying into effect of the divine purpose and
project from the foundation of the world.
Its accomplishment is the one sublime
event toward which the whole creation
moves forward, and which will constitute
the consummation and crown of all God's
dealings with the human race.
"If all this be true, we should expect to
find, much about it in the Holy Scriptures,
and this is precisely the case. Throughout
the Bible, God's thought and plan for the
world's evangelization are everywhere in
evidence. From cover to cover, the Bible
is a missionary book, so much so that, as
someone has expressed it. one cannot cut
out its missionary significance without
completely destroying the book. For, let it
be understood. Scriptural authority for
world-wide missions rests not merely upon
a~"group of proof texts, but upon the entire
design and spirit of the Bible "as it reveals
God in His relation to men and nations,
and as it traces the unfolding of His purposes down through the ages.'" 1
(Continued on page seventeen)
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Still Thy Sorrow, Magdalena!
Still thy sorrow, Magdalena !
Wipe the tear-drops from thine eyes;
Not at Simon's board thou kneelest,
Pouring thy repentant sighs:
All with thy glad heart rejoices;
All things sing with happy voices,
Hallelujah!
Laugh with rapture, Magdalena !
Be thy drooping forehead bright;
Banished now is every anguish,
Breaks anew thy morning light:
Christ from death the world hath freed;
He is risen, is risen indeed:
Hallelujah!
Joy! exult, O Magdalena!
He hath burst the rocky prison;
Ended are the days of darkness;
Conqueror hath He arisen.
Mourn no more the Christ departed;
Run to welcome Him, glad-hearted:
Hallelujah!
Lift thine eyes, O Magdalena!
See! thy living Master stands;
See His face, as ever, smiling;
See those wounds upon His hands,
O n his feet. His sacred side,
Gems that deck the Glorified:
Hallelujah!
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Live, now live, O Magdalena !
Shining is thy new-born day;
Let thy bosom pant with pleasure,
Death's poor terror flee away;
Far from thee and tears of sadness,
Welcome love, and welcome gladness!
Hallelujah!
Trans, by E. A . Washburn.
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HERE is ONLY ONE way

to be h a p p y

in

serving your church. It is to do all
you do for one purpose only, that is. for
the honor and glory of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Any other motive, any motive of
personal ambition or of honor among
men, will bring only unhappiness.
There are few things that will try your
faith quite so much as service in the
church. One man remarked, "Woe is me
that I ever left my comfortable church pew
to engage in church service!" In his comfortable pew he observed only the smooth
running service, he saw only beauty, and
drank to the full the inspiration of it all.
When he engaged in church service, he saw
the machinery that made the wheels go
round, and the machinery often creaked!
There are few churches in which all the
members are born-again Christians. With
the possessors, there are professors; with
the wheat, there is the chaff. Someone has
said that in almost every congregation
there is at least one wolf in sheep's clothing.
The church has its positions of honor to
confer even as the secular world. And
there are some men and women who deliberately seek those positions. Sometimes
it is because their rise to a top position in
the secular world has been thwarted, sometimes it is because they are of a long line
of church folk who have always been
"somebody" in church circles. But whatever their urge, it is inspired by personal
ambition.
No person should deliberately seek any
church office. "This is a true saying, if a
man desire the office of a bishop, he desireth a good work." (II Tim. 3 : 1 ) . But
desiring an office and seeking an office are
two different things. There are always two
phases to church service. There is the inward call and the outward call. You may
feel that you have been called to be a dea-
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con, but if your church doesn't call you,
your call is incomplete. The Lord Jesus
Christ is "able to do exceeding abundantly
above all that we ask or think," and will
open the way for you if it is His will that
you have the office. If it is not His will,
it should not be yours.
Once you are launched in church service, you will need to be fortified by much
prayer and much Bible study, for you will
certainly see things that ought not to be.
Churches are made up of people and people are human, not divine. People have
faults. People make mistakes. Not all
church appointments are made in the
power of the Holy Spirit. Some are made
of human motives and a desire to promote
the interests of a particular church above
the advancement of the Kingdom of God.
Sometimes churches like to have a good
"front," to have names on their boards
that will force admiration from the secular
world.
Sometimes men and women are appointed to church offices for which they do not
have the spiritual equipment. They have
the outward call, but not the inward call.
Nevertheless, they respond. They are asked to serve for various reasons. It may be
they are a "name" in the secular world; it
may be they are wealthy; it may be an
inducement to hold them in the church as
you would offer a stick of candy to a baby;
it may be to appease certain members in
the church or a group; it may be from a
desire to maintain harmony in the church
at any cost. But whatever the reason, the
church is in for trouble from the day of
their appointment. They continue a stumblingblock to those who seek to serve
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
Although you may have the inward call
and the outward call, although you may
fortify yourself with prayer and Bible
reading, there are still further reasons why

the path of church service is a thorny one,
still further reasons why you may long
for a comfortable seat in the pews. Not
only are there human frailties of other
board members or committee members to
contend with, but there are your own human frailties. You would be other than
human if you could expect not to have
errors of omission and commission placed
at your door. You, yourself, will make
mistakes, for it is said that the only way
tc escape making mistakes is to do nothing.
When you make mistakes, you will be told
about them. Maybe your minister will tell
you or maybe some members of the church,
fellow board members or committee members. They may be rather wrathful with
you.
It is natural in this moment that you
should think of the hours and hours of
very faithful service you have put in
(which, of course, no one ever mentions)
and it seems to you very hard that you
should be put on the spot for one small
mistake. But if you have made the mistake, the only thing to do is to admit it
promptly and to try not to make the same
mistake again. Even if you are wrongly
blamed, it is often easier on the serenity
of the spirit graciously to shoulder the
blame and thus save some fellow church
member. Then, too, this attitude allows
the matter quickly to die out rather than
to have a long drawn out argument about
it.
After all, God is your Judge, and you
stand or fall to Him alone. He alone
knows your hours of faithful service, and
He alone can reward. A minister the writer knows seldom praises members of his
congregation for faithful service. He feels
that they should be adult enough to serve
the Lord for love of Him rather than
praise of men. But, unfortunately, not
many people are that adult!
Serving your church has its great rewards, but these are spiritual rather than
material. It helps you grow in grace. It
enables you as a born-again Christian,
resting on the guidance of the Holy Spirit,
humbly to lead your church in paths of
service for the honor and glory of the
Lord Jesus Christ. Putting aside any
thought of personal glory, or honor, you
seek His will that your service may honor
and glorify Him. You accept the place of
service appointed for you, no matter how
humble. And then some day you will hear
His voice saying to you, "Come up higher."
—The Sunday School Times.
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A View frem the Pew
Preach only what you can prove without
an induction leap that would break the
average man's leg. Preach simply, using
plain and simple texts. Give a saving gospel.—Pentec0stal Herald.
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/ / we might see the flowers grow
Their dreams of Spring in Wintertime,
Could all their dreams with
meaning
know:
Why lilies blossom white at Eastertime
Holding chalices of pure spun light;
Why from mother sod and from leafy
mold
They poise their stems to heavens
light,
How much our Unknown cups would
hold.
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What Gift He gave—the Christ-man born!
The Father's own son for sacrifice
Upon a tree was hung, — the God-man
born:
Condemned, crucified, exalted rose. With
dice
They gambled for seamless garment worn
~And shamed Him that could alone
suffice,
Could rise victor o'er the tomb on Easter
morn,
The Christ,—God's living sacrifice.

When flowers have risen after snow
From their dark tombs, so drear and
cold,
With regal beauty their sweet blossoms
show,
Holding sweet mystery as life can hold,
Our wisdom lamp is far too dim and small
For all of life's meaning to unfold;
Yet doth our being with joy enthrall
To know its Author doth life enfold.

T

—Marion, Indiana.

HERE ARE A great many things which
can be done by those in the pew, to
assist the ministry, and to better the church
and her services. Here are a few of them.
If I were in the pew:

9{ 9 Wete

1. I would acquire the habit of getting
to church on time, for then I would get the
full benefit of the service, and would not
disturb others by my late arrival.

11. While public prayer is being offered, I would have a personal, silent
prayer of my own to offer. This prayer
would be short, so that, when through with
it, I could follow the trend of the one who
is praying aloud.

2. I would walk in quietly, preferably
not speaking to any one, for I am about
to commune with my God, and any earthly
conversation would detract from the solemnity of the worship I am come to engage in.
3. I would have my regular seat, and
see that it is occupied every Sunday.
4. I would have my entire family with
me on the same bench.
5. Upon reaching my seat, I would
kneel, or bow the head in a few words of
silent prayer, asking the Lord to prepare
my heart for a season of spiritual worship,
and the acceptance of the truths and instructions presented by His messengers.
6. In waiting for the services to begin.
I would not whisper or visit with my
neighbor, but read my Bible, or engage in
silent meditation.
7. I would join in the singing with my
whole soul, not making it a mere word or
note service, as it often is.
8. I would not turn around to look at
those who are coming in.
9. I would not chew gum, candy, or
tobacco, nor spit around in the house of
the Lord.
10. If obliged to cough, sneeze, or take
out a crying baby, I would do it as quietly
as possible, so as not to disturb the minister or my fellow worshipers.
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And knowing He lives eternally
Holding in hand the creative key
Of life, and all it shall ever be,
We rest our faith in His wise mystery,
}n His eternal
Sovereignty,
That we may choose life's noble part
And be assured of His high decree,
Through Christ may hope for counterpart.

An oaAt&i
Charles R.
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12. I would say "Amen" in my soul to
the minister's prayer, and say it so earnestly that it would manifest itself in my face
when I got up from my knees.
13. I would keep my eyes upon the
minister during the entire sermon. This
would keep me from going to sleep.
14. I would believe that I had a share
of responsibility for the success of that
service, and, to do my part, I would help
the minister with the expression of my
eyes, during the delivery of his sermon,
approving him when he does well, and encouraging when he is weak.
15. If called upon to assist in the services in any way, I would not refuse, but
do the best I could.
16. After dismissal I would not engage
in loud talking and visiting, feeling that
"the ground on which I stood was holy."
I would prefer to do my greeting in the
churchyard, if the weather permitted. I
would not do general visiting nor transact
business, knowing that this would drive
away the sacred feelings and spiritual impressions made on my soul by the service.
17. I would greet every stranger and
make him feel that I appreciated his coming to worship with us.

18. I would see that every visiting member or stranger is invited into some home
for lodging and entertainment. I would
not forget to he hospitable.
19. I would frequently invite the minister into my home, feeling that his presence would increase the spirituality of my
family.
20. I would not criticize the minister,
the sermon, or the church, before my children, or non-church-members. I would
exercise the greatest charity towards them
all.
21. I would frequently remember the
minister with little gifts and tangible assistance, and thus help to share the sacrifices he makes for the church — which
means me and my family.
22. I would occasionally call on the
minister in his home.
23. I would not be slow to praise him
for his successes, and encourage him in
his efforts. If I had any suggestions for
his improvement, I would make them in a
tactful, kindly way.
24. I would actively co-operate with the
minister in every church work.
25. I would attend all council meetings,
and endeavor to increase the spirituality,
peace and prosperity of the church.
Read these rules every Sunday morning
until you have them thoroughly digested.
—Gospel

Messenger.
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DIRECTORY

AS SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
Permanent Church Headquarters

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa., Tel. 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary

Institutions

India

The Christian l i g h t Press
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Messiah Some, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg.
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7838.
Messiah Orphanage, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa., Bro.
Mervin Heisey, Steward, and Sr. Rhoda
Heisey, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Schradley.
Upland College, Upland, California.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Ontario Bible School, Port Erie, North, Ont.
Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.

General Superintendent: Bishop A. D. M. Dick
and Sister Dick, Madhipura, O. & T. Ry.,
Bhagalpur District, India.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O, & T. Ry., Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. Charles
Engle, Sr. M. Effle Rohrer, Sr. Beulah Arnold,
Sr. Leora Toder, Sr Shirley Bitner, Sr. Erma
Hare.

Treasurers of the Church Boards

Madhlpura Mission: Madhipura, O. & T. Ry..
Bhagalpur District, India, Bishop and Sr. A.
D. M. Dick.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, O. & T. Ry., North Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. William R. Hoke,
Sr. Anna Steckley, Sr. Emma Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House, Monghyr,
E. I. Ry., District Monghyr, India, Eld. and
Sr. George Paulus, and Eld. and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter.
Missionaries on Fnrlough
Sr. Anna M. Eyster, 637 Third Avenue, Upland, California.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Eld. and Sr. Albert Breneman, West Milton,
Ohio.
Sr. Naomi Lady, Grantham, Pa.

Executive Boards Harvey W. Hoke, West Milton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
Gormley, Ontario.
Foreign Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Treas.: Wm. Charlton, Stevensville, Ontario.
HOME MISSIONS
Home Mission: Henry A. Ginder, Manheim,
Pa., R. R. 2, Canadian Treas., Edward Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
City Missions
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa. Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13, N.
T.; Telephone—GRant 7706; Harry and Katie
Education: Homer G. Engle, Abilene, Kans.
Buckwalter, Anne Wyld, Viola Miller.
Canadian Treasurer: Earl M. Sider, Nanticoke,
Ontario.
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halstead Street, Chicago
21, Illinois; Telephone — Wentworth 6-7122;
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, NapCarl J. Carlson, Pastor; Avas Carlson, Alice
panee, Indiana.
Albright. Esther Kanode, Sara Brubaker.
Sunday School Board: C. W. Boyer, 2223 N.
Dayton Mission: 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio;
Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Telephone — HEmlock 3164; William and
Free l i t e r a t u r e and Traot Department: CharEvelyn Engle, Mary Brandt.
les Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Young People's Work: B. E. Thuma, R. R. 1, Detroit (God's l o v e Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.; Residence — 3986 Humboldt
Marietta, Pa.; George C. Sheffer, Stayner,
Detroit 8, Mich.; Telephone—Tyler 5-1470;
Ont., Canadian Treas.
Harry and Catherine Hock, Mary Sentz, Ruth
Belief and Service Committee: John H. HoffHeisey.
man, Maytown, Pa.
Harrisburg (Messiah l i g h t h o u s e Mission) 1175
Industrial Relations Committee: C. VV. Boyer,
Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.. Telephone—HarSec'y., 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 6, Ohio.
risburg 26488; Joel and Faithe Carlson, Anna
Wolgemuth, Mildred Winger, Elizabeth KaWomen's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Car)
node.
J. Carlson, Secretary, 6039 Halstead, Chi«
cago 21, Illinois;' Mrs. Jacob Hock, Treas< Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118
urer, Resevoir Street, Chambersburg, Pa.
South Ave., S.E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone
—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, Pastor; Lloyd Hostetler, Assistant Pastor; Lydia Hostetler,
Doris Rohrer, Minnie Bicher.
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Orlando
Mission: 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.;
Africa
Telephone—4312; Charles and Myrtle Nye.
General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H. Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second St.,
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So.
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431;
Rhodesia, South Africa.
William and Anna Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill.
Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
Eld. and Sr. L. B. Sider, Sr. Elizabeth Engle, San Francisco ( l i f e l i n e Gospel Mission) 224
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.; Residence
Sr. Mary C. Kreider, Sr. Fanny Longenecker,
—311 Scott St., San Francisco 17, Calif.; TeleSr. Dorothy M. Martin, Sr. Mary Breneman,
phone—UNderhill
1-4820; Eli, Jr. and Leona
and Sr. Lula Asper.
Hostetler, Erma Hoke, Edith Davidson.
Mtshabesi Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, S. Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow St., Stowe, Pa.;
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D.
Telephone — Pottstown 1211J; Harold and
B. Hall, Elder & Sr. Roy H. Mann, Sr.
Alice Wolgemuth.
Annie Winger, Sr. Martha Kauffman, Sr.
Anna Wolgemuth, Sr. Beth L. Winger, Eld. Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
and Sr. Bert Winger, and Sr. Mabel Frey.
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Earl Bossert, Pastor; Pauline Hess, Florence Faus.
Wanexi Mission, Filabusl, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga,
Eld. and Sr. Chester Wingert, Sr. Anna R.
Engle, and Sr. Florence Hensel.
B U B A 1 MISSIONS
Macha Mission. Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr. AUisonla, Virginia ( F a r r i s Mines) Paul and
Ruth Wolgemuth, Esther Greenawalt, Ida
Verna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt and Sr. Verda
Lue Hane.
Moyer.
Bloomfteld, Hew Mexico, c.o. Blanco Trading
Sikalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Post (Navajo Indian Mission) Lynn and EliAfrica. Elder & Sr. David Climenhaga, Sr.
nor Nicholson, Rosa Eyster, Dorothy Charles.
Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Anna Graybill, and Sr.
Edna Lehman.
Delia!*, Saskatchewan, Canada• Pearl Jonea.
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Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission),
Box 259A, R. D. 2, Telephone Hollidaysburg
51319; Paul and Esther George.
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
Fairview Station, Ella, Ky.: Elam and Helen
ohner, Esther Ebersole.
arlin, Ky.: Robert and EdnaWengerd, Elizabeth Hess, Nurse; Ruby Clapper.
Knifley, Ky.: Irvin and Dorothy Kanode,
Katie Rosenberger, Nurse.
Meath Park Station (North Star Mission) Saskatchewan, Canada; Earl D. and Ellen K.
Brechbill. Docia Calhoun.
Tillsonburg (Houghton Mission) Ontario, Canada; Telephone Glenmeyer 22-14; Myrtle
Steckley, R u t h Steckley, Anna Henry.
Frogmore: Alonza Vannatter, Pastor.
Houghton Center: Basil Long.
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RADIO BBOADCASTS
CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario
1600 Kcs.
"Call to Worship Hour"
9:00-9:30 A.M.
Each Sunday
1380 Kcs.
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
1260 Kcs.
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich.
First Thursday of every month
12:16-1:16 P. M.
Every Tuesday—transcription
KOCS, Ontario, Calif.
1510P.Kcs.
3:30 P. M.-3:45
M.
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:16 A. M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday
7:30—8:00 A. M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M.
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
m o Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
1270 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday
12:35—i : oo P. M
WKJG, Fort Wayne, Indiana
1380 Kcs
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday
8:00—8:30 A.M.
WAND, Canton, Ohio
900 Kcs
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Each Sunday
12:30-1:00 P.M.
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio
910 Kcs
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
Each Sunday 8:00 - 8:S0 A. M.
WRFD, Worthington, Ohio
880 Kcs
"Brethren in Christ Radio Broadcast"
Each Sunday
7:30 - 8:00 A. M
WBUX, Quakertown, Pa.
15711 KKc „
"Sunday Bible Hour"
'
Each Sunday
12:30-1:00 P.M.

LOVE FEASTS
Michigan Spring l o v e
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Mefrm 11
Mooretown".:::::::::::::::::::;:::;'"";
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Feasts

April 23
April 29-30
Mavai36ll

::.:....z::::::::::^ lilt

Garland

M a y 27.2g
Ohio
Christian Fellowship Mission, Communion
Service
Thursday evening April 6
Chestnut Grove, Spring Communion
Saturday, April 8
Beulah Chapel, Spring Communion
Sunday evening, April 9
Fairview
Saturday and Sunday, May 6-7
Valley Chapel
Sat. and Sun., May 13-14
Highland
Sat. and Sun., May 27-28
Sippo Valley
Sat. and Sun. preceding
General Conference
Ontario

Howick

-

June 17-18
Kentucky

Beulah Chapel
Sat. afternoon and evening, April 29
Evangel Chapel
Sat. afternoon and evening, May 20
Pennsylvania
Cross Roads (Lane. Co., Pa.)
.April 12-13
Fairland, Cleona, Pa.
May 13-14
(Beginning Saturday a t 10 A.M.)
•Mechanicsburg, P a
May 20-21
(Services begin 10 A.M. Saturday)
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Weddings

Obituaries

S-ETTEL-ALIEMAN — Erma May Alleman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman H. Alleman of Williamson, Pa., became the bride of
Jay Elvin Gettel of Shippensburg, Pa., on
March 11 at 2:00 P.M. at the home of the
bride. Bishop J. Lester Myers and Elder Ebbert
Stayman performed the ceremony.
May God bless this couple as they continue
to work for Him.

BTJKXHOIiDER—Ida Mary, daughter of the
late Elder Samuel and Elizabeth Haugh was
born J a n u a ry 30, 1876, in Pennsylvania and
passed away March 10, 1950, at El Cujon,
California, aged seventy-four years, one month,
and ten days.
She leaves to mourn their loss, a loving
husband and two daughters, Mrs. Elsie Plum
of Upland, California, and Mrs. Vivian Walgreen of San Diego, three grandsons, one sister, Mrs. Myrtle Myers, and two brothers,
Lemuel Haugh, Abilene, Kansas, and Charlie
Haugh, Medicine California.
On August 27, 1892, she was united in marriage to Amos C. Burkholder at Navarre,
Kansas. To this union were born four daughters; two daughters preceded her in death,
Elva, a twin of Elsie, and Lavon.
Early in life she accepted Christ as her
Saviour uniting with the Brethren in Christ
in 1893 while living in Kansas. In 1897 the
family moved to Glendale, Arizona, then in
1900, to Upland, California, being one of the
first Brethren in Christ familes to settle in
the state.
A lover of her home and family, she gave
herself unsparingly to their welfare. Her admiration for flowers and the beauties of nature
caused her to spend countless hours beautifying her home and its surroundings.
Funeral services were conducted in the
Brethren in Christ church, Upland, California,
Tuesday, 2 P.M., March 14, 1950. Ministers in
charge, Elder Riall Stump and former Bishop
J. H. Wagaman. Scripture Text: I Corinthians
15:54-57, "Victory Over Death." Interment took
place in the Belleview cemetery, Ontario, California.

Births
BEST—On January 9 Orville and Mary Lou
Engle Bert of Upland, California, became the
proud parents of a daughter, Susan Irene.
BOOKS—Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Books of
Grants Pass, Oregon, welcomed a daughter,
Domonie Lee, to their home on November 8,
1949.
BOWERS—Melvin and Miriam Bowers of
Upland, California, were made happy by the
arrival of Janice Emily on January 15.
BRTTBAKER — On "Wednesday, March 8, a
son Verle Alden, came to bless the home of
Rev. and Mrs. A. Hess Brubaker, Grants Pass,
Oregon. Mrs. Brubaker is the former Mildred
Kniesly.
GADE—Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gade of Grants
Pass, Oregon, are the happy parents of a son,
Eric Ward, born December 22, 1949. Mrs. Gade
is the former Lola Books.
HEISE—Willard Steven came on January 5
to make happy the hearts of his parents, Willard and Violet Heise of Upland, California.
HEISEY — Bro. and Sr. Laban Heisey of
Mountville, Pa., became the happy parents of
a son, Rodney Martin, on February 18.
HESS—Curtiss Clair came to bless th'e home
of Bro. and Sr. Jay Hess of Chambersburg,
Pa., on March 4.
HOGO—On December 27, 1949, a son, Ray
Melvin, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Lome Hogg
of Stayner, Ontario.
HOOVER,—Bro. and Sr. Alvin Hoover of
Detroit, Kansas, are the parents of a daughter, Lois Mae, born March 20.
IiAEB — Everett and Elva Lahr welcomed
Eldon Dean into their Upland, California, home
on August 1, 1949.
LA7T—Born to Bro. and Sr. Victor Lavy, a
boy, Donald Ray, on March 2. They belong to
the Pleasant Hill Congregation, Ohio.

CLICK—George F. Click was born July 7,
1864, and departed this life on March 16, 1950,
a t the age of 85 years. He was united in
marriage to Margaret Crist on January 14,
1891. To this union four children were born.
A daughter, Ruth, died at the age of 7 years.
Three children, Edward of South Charleston,
Mary and George of Springfield, survive; also
six grandchildren: Mrs. Mary Mitch, Mrs.
Rachel Shepherd, Mrs. Ruth AJlen, David Barringer, Charlotte Click, James Click; and three
great-grandchildren.
Bro. Click was a life long resident of Clark
County, Ohio, being a farmer most of his life.
He became affiliated with the Brethren in
Christ church several years ago, and was a
faithful member, although ill health prevented
regular attendance at the services in recent
years. He had been ailing for several months,
but became critically ill within the last three
weeks.
Services were conducted in Beulah Chapel.
Springfield, Ohio, on March 18, 1950, by Bishop
Carl J. Ulery. Text: Galatians 6:8. Burial
took place in Enon cemetery.

DOTJBIiEDEE — Lydia Alice Doubledee was
born August 16. 1875, and departed this life
February 28, 1950, aged seventy-four years, six
MTJSSER—On December 29, 1949, twin sons, months, and twelve days. She was born in
James Sylvannus and Charles Sumner, were Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and came to
welcomed into the home of Earl and Susanna Ohio with her parents when eleven years of
Landis Musser of Upland, California.
age and lived in the vicinity of Massillon.
Ohio, ever since. She was converted at the
WENGEB—John Harold was welcomed into age of eighteen and united with the Brethren
the home of Roy and Nancy Wenger of Up- in Christ church immediately, being a memland, California, on J a n u a r y 21.
ber for fifty-seven years and remained faithful to the end.
In 1903 she was married to Bro. John
Doubledee and to this union there was born
Ave
Her husband and two infant
Lodging for General Conference sons children.
having passed away, she leaves to mourn
her loss three daughters, Mrs. Mary GrimMrs. Laura Paquelet, and Mrs. Alice
We have furnished cabins which can be minger,
Slabaugh all of this vicinity. Also one brother
reserved by those wishing to do so at the and two sisters along with eight grandchildren
rates of $2 and $4 with double beds and $5 and one great-grandchild.
with single beds.
The service was conducted by Bishop W. J.
The cabins for $2 have no heat or bath Myers, assisted by Elder EJi Hostetler and
Bishop
Henry Heisey. Subject, "That Day"
but do have running water. The $4 and $5 with text,
II Timothy 1:12; 4:8.

cabins have heat, bath, and running water.
The cabins range in distances of four to
nine miles from the Conference Grounds.
Those desiring to make reservations may
do so by sending your request with a reservation fee of $5 to the secretary. Please
give a first choice and also a second choice
in case youn first choice is taken.
Lodging Committee
H. Norman Meyers, Secreary
Rural Route 1
Greencastle, Pennsylvania

Take Note
Since the issue of the "Forward" due in
the first quarter of 1950 will include the
report on the contest of 1949, it has been
delayed in the course of getting it prepared.
Very likely it will appear about the time
of this issue or shortly thereafter.
—P. W. McBeth.
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EBERSOLE—Flora Nellie Ebersole, daughter of the late Daniel and Christina Johnston,
was born February 28, 1876, and passed away
January 11, 1950, aged seventy-three years,
ten months, and fourteen days.
In 1904 she was united in marriage to Aaron
Ebersole. To this union was born two sons,
Clifford and Stanley.
Ve"ry early in life, she was converted and
united with the Brethren in Christ church, to
which she remained a faithful and consistent
member until her Master called her Home.
Besides her sorrowing husband, she is survived by her two sons, Clifford of Stevensville,
Ontario, and Stanley of Ridgeway, Ontario;
five grandchildren and one sister, Mrs. Nina
Baker of Stevensville.
Funeral services were conducted by Bishop
William Charlton and Elder E. C. Bossert at
the Bertie Brethren in Christ church with
burial in adjoining cemetery.
ENOrLE—John G. Engle, son of Benjamin B.
and Anna M. Engle, was born near Maytown,
Pennsylvania, June 10, 1864, and died at his
home in Kansas City, Missouri, March 11,
1950, in his eighty-sixth year.
When he was 15 years of age he moved to
Kansas with his parents, who were members
of the Colony of 1879. They settled on a farm
12 miles southeast of Abilene, where he lived
in the Belle Springs community until 1940,
when he moved to Kansas City, Missouri.
There he spent the remaining years of his life
with his daughter Estella.
On January 26, 1890, he was united in marriage to Lizzie Ann Brubaker a t Galva, Kansas,
by the late Rev. John Mellinger. Five children
were born to this union, all of whom survive:
L. Roy of Manhattan, Kansas; Mrs. Gertrude
Harmon of Topeka, Kansas; Estella Irene of
Kansas City, Missouri; Dean Stanley of Hollywood, California; and John Cecil of New
Orleans, Louisiana.
Mr. Engle entered the employ of the Belle
Springs Creamery Co., in 1891 and .was in
charge of the Donegal station of the company
until it was discontinued after thirty years
of continuous operation.
Mr. Engle and his companion were converted
in 1891, uniting with the Brethren in Christ
church soon thereafter, and he remained a
faithful member to the end. In the year 1912
he was elected to the office of deacon, serving
the church in t h a t capacity until he moved
from the district. He served as Secretary of
the Belle Springs Church from 1909 until 1940,
also as Treasurer of the South Dickinson district and of the Cemetery Association for many
years. He filled other offices in the church,
the Sunday School and the District, and was
very painstaking with the records and everything pertaining to Church affairs.
Mr. Engle was a consistent tither during
his entire Christian life, giving generously to
the Church, to missions and other charitable
organizations. He often bore testimony to the
blessings received by giving the Lord his
share. He was the last member of his family,
being preceded in death by his parents, and
two sisters, Mrs. Susan G. Engle and Mrs.
Fannie Gish. His wife passed away in 1936.
Immediate survivors include the five children,
nine grandchildren, and seven great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted by Elders
Homer G. Engle and George E. Whisler in the
Brethren in Christ church a t Abilene, Kansas,
on March 13, 1950. Burial took place in the
family plot at the Belle Springs cemetery.
G-EPFER—John G. Gepfer was born in Conewago Township, Dauphin Co., Pennsylvania.
August 18, 1877, and died March 6, 1950, aged
seventy-two years, six months, and sixteen
days.
He accepted Christ as his Saviour a t the age
of 32, and united with the Brethren in Christ
church, and lived a Christian life until his
death.
Surviving are his wife, the former Elizabeth
Eby, and five children: George W., Campbelltown; Katharine Funkhouser, Hershey; John
H., Campbelltown; Dorothy Buller, Mount Joy;
and Jay R., Hershey.
A short service was held at the Rothermel
funeral home in Palmyra, and further services
were held at the Shenk's church. The services
were conducted by Elder Harvey F. Ebersole
and Elder John H. Martin. Burial took place
in the adjoining cemetery.
KEEPER—Sorrow came to the home of Bro.
and Sr. J. Mark Keefer of Miiiersburg, Pennsylvania, when a little son, Robert Eugene,
was still born on Januar y 29, 1950.
Surviving are the parents, one brother and
two sisters: James, Esther and Doris; grandparents, Bro. and Sr. James H. Keefer of
Miiiersburg, Pa., and Bro. and Sr. Greely H.
Gingrich of Mifflintown, Pa, Burial took place
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Monday, January 30, in the Free Grace church
cemetery with Bishop Luke L. Keefer officiating, assisted by Elder Sylvanus Landis.
SIDER. — Simeon Sider, youngest son of
Jacob C. and Anna Sider, was born September
12, 1863, and departed this life February 16,
1950, aged eighty-six years, five months, and
four days.
As a boy he attended the first Sunday School
held in the Bertie Brethren in Christ church.
At the age of 17 he was born again and at 18
united with the Brethren in Christ church, remaining faithful to the end.
On September 24, 1884, he married Caroline
Climenhaga. ,She predeceased him on April 7,
1949. They began their married life with family worship, and for over 64 years served their
Master together. The assurance of Christ's
presence was a great comfort to him during
his lengthy illness.
He is survived by his oldest sister, Sr. Mary
Winger, his five daughters: Mrs. Ada Noake,
Mrs. Alma Nigh, Mrs. Enos Winger, Mrs. Harvey Fretz, Mrs. Ernest "Winger; and 22 grandchildren and 17 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted by Bishop
William Charlton and Elder James Sider at
the Bertie Brethren in Christ church. Burial
took place in the adjoining cemetery. Text:
Psalms 107:30.
SPERRY — Mrs. Jenny Sperry, widow of
Estie Sperry, died Sunday morning, February
26, 1950, a t the home of her daughter, Mrs. D.
E. Jennings of Sylvatus, Virginia.
. Besides her daughter, she is survived by
five grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
Funeral service was held at the home of
the daughter Sunday evening. Interment took
place a t Springboro, Pennsylvania, cemetery,
Tuesday, February 28.
WENGER—Sr. Elizabeth S. Wenger, 77, widow
of Bro. Harry W. Wenger, passed away February 17,' 1950, at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Victor Rife, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
Sr. Wenger was born in 1873 in Franklin
County, the daughter of the late Jacob and
Sarah G. Myers.
Surviving in addition to Mrs. Rife, are three
sons: Bro. Elmer Wenger, Greencastle; Walter Wenger, Breezewood: and Bro. Russel
Wenger, Chambersburg; two brothers, John
Myers and Samuel Myers of Chambersburg;
nine grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
,
Sr. Wenger was a loyal member of the
Church and served her Lord faithfully with a
quiet, God-fearing life. As long as she was
able, she attended the house of the Lord. She
will be missed by her family, her friends, and
the Church, yet we rejoice in the hope of the
resurrection and the meeting that shall knowno parting.
Funeral services were held in the Chambersburg Church with Bishop Charlie Byers, and
Elder Daniel Burkholder, officiating. Burial
took place in Air Hill cemetery.

Carroll and Pulaski Co., Virginia.
"Hitherto hath the Lord helped us." (I
Samuel 7:12). This scripture becomes very
forceable to us as we look what has been
accomplished over the past quarter of our
work.
The parsonage project has occupied all
the time that could possibly be spared and
more. While the building will not be completed for some time we are trying to get
it sufficiently under way so that we will be
able to give more attention to the spiritual
phase of our work. We are very grateful
for God's help in a physical way as well as
spiritual over this time.
In November we made a trip to Pennsylvania at which time a truck load of household provisions and furniture was gathered
through the good-will of Manor-Pequea,
Rapho and Donegal districts, for the new
mission home. This fine collection has been
gratefully received as permanent furnishings for the mission.
• God has been blessing in our regular
meetings in the past even though our adversary, the devil, has tried to hinder in a real
way. The spirit has been faithful in convicting power. Several have sought the Lord
in a Sunday night meeting.
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With the Church

In The Homeland

Our Christmas program drew a large
FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL
crowd of which fifty took active part in the
Receipts
program. The program featured a candlelight procession, and two inspiring plays. Local Offerings
$
Gifts were exchanged among which was a Carfare
53 piece set of dinnerware for the mission Young Men's Bible Class, Cross Roads,
family from the Farris Mines Sunday
Pennsylvania
School.
Conoy Sunday School, Pa

22.19
6.00

25.00
91.50
Five Forks Congregation, Pa
53.00
Esther Duncan
15.00
Irvin ,S. Wolgemuth
10.00
A. B. F a u s
2.00
Rev. P. B. Gibble
5.00
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wolfe
10.00
Highland Sunday School, Ohio
33.33
Christian Union Sunday School, Indiana 15.00
Mildred and Ethan Mann
5.00
God's Love Mission Sunday School
26.00
JVIr. and Mrs. Paul Hess
25.00
Rapho District
186.45
Total Receipts
$530.47

Sisters Hane and Greenawalt have been
living in Sylvatus and helping in the work
from that point by personal contacts in that
community and in the regular meetings at
Farris Mines. The bus has been operating
from Sylvatus to Farris Mines and may be
considered about half the support of our
meetings. Heavy repairs on the bus have
caused a large deficit in this fund. The
faithful tithing of several of our congregation with other offerings taken through the
bus and otherwise has made it possible to Farris Mines:
operate as far as we have.
Table

Expenditures
$110.26

Car'
Operating
Repairs
Lights
Fuel
Miscellaneous

Only one contact has been made in public
school this past quarter due to our heavy
building program. We have started to make
monthly contacts in several other schools
and hope to continue through the rest of the
Total for F a r r i s Mines
school term. This is a great opportunity
Sylvatus:
for spiritual service.
Table
Sister Hane has spent several weeks at
her home in Ohio over the Christmas Holidays. Sister Greenawalt spent those weeks
with us here at the Mission. She will be
spending six weeks in winter term at Messiah College while Sister Dorothy Wolf
takes her place in the work here.
Mission contacts from out of state visitors
have been Bishop Henry A. Ginder, Mr. and
Mrs. Jacob Nauman, Albert Greenawalt,
John Wolf, Sylvan Brandt, Arthur Winger,
Melvin Boose, Joseph Ginder, Abram Kreider, Eli Ginder, Bishop Jacob T. Ginder,
John Brandt, Elder Henry Becker, Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Wolgemuth and daughter Naomi,
Albert Faus, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Forry, Mr.
and Mrs. Jacob Moyer and children, Rev.
and Mrs. P. B. Gibble, Elder Stephen Heisey
and Roy Brubaker, all of Pennsylvania.
Many of these helped in the building of the
mission parsonage.
Donations of food from our local people
and from the outside have been appreciated
and are a help in our mission expenses.
Our home visitation work has been car>
ried out on a small scale over the past
quarter but on the increase at the time of
this writing,
We greatly desire the earnest prayers of
the church, for a spiritual awakening of
those who have closed their hearts to the
light of God, and for others whose faith is
being deeply tried that they may grow
strong. Pray for the revival which shall
open on the 19th of March with Elder Isaac
Kanode as evangelist. Pray also for the
recovery of Sister May Turman who is
seriously ill. Sister Turman's faithful support to the work has been a great inspiration to us. Pray also for those who would
by-pass God's highest plan for their lives,
and for those whom we fear are taking to
dangerous doctrines.
May God bless all those who are making
the work possible here and make us worthy.

Miscellaneous
Lights
Fuel
Car Expense:
Operating
Repairs
Total for Sylvatus

53.79
76.03
1.46
35.63
7.54
$278.50
$ 43.93
1.97
3.80
14.82
29.09
18.73
$112.34

Receipts for Sylvatus:
Henry Ginder
$ 5.00
Bloomington Sunday School, Kentucky
2.90
Total for Sylvatus
Grand Total Receipts
Less Expense

$ 7.90
$538.37
390.84

Balance
Deficit of October 1
Total Deficit, January 1

$147.53
$316.07
$168.54

—Paul L. Wolgemuth.
Buffalo Mission, New York
Again we come to you in the name of
Him who loved us and gave Himself for us
that we might be made partakers of His
glory.
The high light of the quarter was the
ministry of Elder John L. Rosenberry in
special meetings from November 6 to 29.
His teaching on holiness was especially
clear and refreshing. Many knelt at the
altar for a deeper work in their heart, some
for renewal and refreshing of their experience, while others needed to be dug out of
a cloudy and unsatisfactory manner of profession. The meetings were well attended
and a lively interest was manifest all the
way through. Through the special interest
and generosity of several of the brethren,
Sr. Rosenberry was able to be with us on
Thanksgiving Day, a privilege that was enjoyed not only by the Rosenberry's, but by
the Mission group also.
Released Time Religious Instruction has
brought us a group of about forty children
from the public school every Monday afternoon for religious instruction. Some of the
children are new to us and thus we are
able to make new contacts. The children
range in age up to fourteen and through
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the eighth grade. They present a real challenge—both spiritual and disciplinary.
On October 12 we had the pleasure of
visiting the Vaughn congregation, P. J.
Wiebe pastor, and helping celebrate their
Canadian Thanksgiving in an all day meeting. We enjoyed this visit very much and
the fellowship with the brethren of that
place.
During the last week in October we took
Allen and Leoda Buckwalter to Marsh
Creek and Mill Hall, Pennsylvania, fori missionary meetings, and then to Messiah
Home in Harrisburg where they completed
packing and making final arrangements for
sailing. Packing completed, we took them
to New York, (Brooklyn pier) and had the
privilege of spending the day with them on
board before the boat sailed at 8:00 in the
evening. Naturally, we as parents are most
grateful for having had this privilege.
Srs. Ann Wyld and Viola Miller spent the
Christmas vacation with their parents, while
Joe Smith and wife spent the Christmas
Week here at the Mission. He will be completing his work a t the Biblical Seminary
in New York by the first of February and
then they will be taking up work with
Elder Carl J. Carlson in the Chicago Mission.
The Sunday School Christmas program
was attended by a full house with the children giving an excellent program and enjoying every minute of it. This part of our
work is being stressed for there are many
children within reach of the mission who
should be in Sunday School and the big
problem is to get them and hold them.
FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL,
Receipts
Balance on hand October 1, 1949
Chapel Offerings
Brother Lloyd Bossert
A Friend
Chris and Ruth Christopher
Brother David Engle
Brother and Sister Eugene Wolfe
T.P.S., Hummelstown, Pa
Brother and Sister Jesse Hoover
Brother and Sister Albert Cober
Sister Anna Noel
Phone Toll

$ 15.41
663.54
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
18.67
10.00
1.00
5.00
25

$753.87
Special Offering for Allen Buckwalters ..$65.75
Repair Fund
Balance brought forward
Vaughn Church
Don and Leoda Winger
Bertie Church

$ 60.73
20.00
8.00
65.03

$153.76
Thelma Marr for storm windows
$ 15.00
Elder John L. Rosenberry for altar ....$ 15.00
Expenditures
Table
Public Utilities
Household
Auto Expense
Brother Rosenberry, Evangelist
Home Equipment
Bulletins and Printing
Furnace Repair
Rubber Stamps and Cards
Auto Insurance
Miscellaneous
Receipts

$169.23
45.78
28.89
89.60
175.00
57.96
7.50
2.50
7.20
25.00
2.45
$611.11
$753.87

Balance on hand
$142.76
Repair Fund, paid for Linoleum, Wall
Paper, Paste, Lumber, etc
$153.76
Allen Buckwalters
$ 65.75
Donations: Bertie church: A shower of
Linens, Bedding, Canned Fruit and vegetables;
Sr. Katie Musser, Bro. and Sr. Don Magee,
Ella Stevenett, Dorothy Stickley, Bro. and Sr.
Milne, Bro. and Sr. Rabeys, Susie Troyer,
Eleanor Mater, Bro. and Sr. Irvin Winger, Bro.
and Sr. Monkelbaam.

—The Workers.
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FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL
Offering Box
Louis Nutter
Elmira Eversole
Rqse Millett
Wm. Millett
Alfred Gray
Minnie Hutmier
Ethel Smith
Ella Long
Laura Burns
Raymond Paulus
Josie Townsend
Wm. Paugstat
Mrs. James Locker
J. R. Steckley
Hugo Paugstat
Arthur Pollitt
In His Name
Joseph Skapik
Mary Durbin
Mary Taylor
Dorcas Rohrer
Wm. H. Engle
Norman Smith

$ 50.02
Greetings with words of our Saviour, "Lo,
5,00
I am with you always." We are thankful
7^75
10.50
that this promise has been fulfilled to us
12.00
this last quarter of 1949.
2.00
8.60
During this part of the year we anticipate
13.10
three special events. They are: Rally Day
13.50
the first Sunday of October, a Revival the
15.00
2.00
last of October, and the first of November,
10.00
and the Christmas services of December.
10.00
Rally Day had added interest this year
68.00
5.00
since it was the first Sunday of the "For5.00
ward" Sunday School contest. Our Sunday
3.00
School board laid detailed plans to have
10.00
20.00
our Sunday School do its best in enlarging
1.00
our attendance. Prior to the summer of
5.00
1946 our school was held in the afternoon.
5.00
10.00
Some feared the results in attendance if
7.00
we changed to a forenoon Sunday school.
We feel thankful to the Lord that there
Total Receipts
$298.47
has been an increase in average attendance
Balance carried forward
$227.85
each year since we have a morning school.
Total
$526.32
The average for 1947 was 104, for 1948
was 114, for this year 133. We do not
Expenditures
attribute this increase to effort of the mis$ 6.36
sion workers alone, but represents the en- Telephone
60.08
thusiasm of the School as a whole, plus Coal
Laundry Supplies
6.76
the blessing of the Lord.
Lights and Gas
29.82
Auto
Account
70.87
On October 11 Elder Graybill Wolgemuth Incidentals
11.06
gave a report of the deputation to Africa Table Account
164.55
44.71
and to India Mission fields. We appreciated Dairy Products
300
the talk which was enlightening and in- Furnace Supplies
Water
6.51
spirational.
Car and Furniture Insurance
19.33
14.00
The revival began October 23 with Elder Locker Rent
1.23
J. R. Steckley of Gormley, Ontario, present- Electric Iron Repair
Total Expenditures
$438.28
ing the Gospel messages. Our brother fearBalance
$ 88.04
lessly declared solid Gospel truth throughThe following showed their interest in the
out the three weeks revival. A few sought work
of the Mission by giving food of various
the Lord for which we praise Him.
kind: Harold Herr, Raymond Paulus, Daniel
Thanksgiving evening we enjoyed a united Engle, Barbara Berger, Iva Herr, Ohmer U.
D. H. Hershey, Glendon Snider, A. M.
fellowship service with the Fairview con- Herr,
Hoke, Howard Hoke, L. H. Mann, Albert
gregation. We contemplate keeping the ties Brants, E. E. Engles, Dr. Denhert, Edward
of fellowship between our congregations Kniesly, Hugo Paugstat, W. K. Engle, Florence
The Mission members and friends
strong by having two joint fellowship serv- Brumbaugh.
of the Mission, gave us a very pleasant surices a year. Instead of having one of our prise one evening after prayer meeting. When
cottage prayer meetings, we as a group we came home there was a nice variety of
and other food supplies in the
attended the Fairview revival where Bishop groceries
kitchen. We were very appreciative of this
Henry A. Ginder was the evangelist.
expression of love and interest in us, the misThough our revival is past, we have sion family and workers.
To all who have stood by the Dayton Misbeen trusting the Lord to keep the revival
sion in 1949 we express our sincere thanks.
burning -in our hearts and on the altar of We
trust the blessing of the Lord as we tread
the Church. The Lord has been answering the path of 1950.
prayer. The Sunday evening before Christ—Wm. H. Engle.
mas, the Lord gave a message through one
1 —
1
of His servants on the text, "The Harvest Nottawa District
is past, the summer is ended, and I am not
We were pleased to have Bro. and Sr. C.
saved." When the altar call was given, Rempel of Kitchener, Ontario, with us on
eight accepted the invitation to seek the November 16, 1949. Brother Rempel told
Lord for divine grace. We praise the Lord of conditions in Europe as he had seen
for some definite seeking and finding at the them.
altar that night. Four of these seekers
On December 4 the Gospel Team of Onstarted attending the Mission services as a tario Bible School rendered a program in
result of the Sunday School contest.
the morning service.
On December 25 Bishop Alvin Winger of
The closing Sunday of the year a large
number of children and adults assembled in Gormley, Ontario, brought the morning
the chapel for our Christmas service. It message.
On December 5 Bro. and Sr. Arthur Pye
consisted of a worship service, Sunday
School session, and a program by the chil- gave us their farewell message before leavdren. At the close everyone present received ing for India. Their consecration to God
and service was felt by all. May our praya box of candy and an orange.
We close the year with the consciousness ers follow them.
—Erla Ferguson.
of victory in the Holy Ghost. We know
that He who has been with us during the Mowersville-Green Spring, Pa.
past year will be with us in the eventful
Building Program. Our district is enyear of 1950. We anticipate the returns gaged in an intensive building program.
from the 'Forward' Sunday school contest Some months ago the Green Spring conto see what reward we may have won.
gregation started their project by partially
We trust the special blessing of the Lord digging out the basement and by building
upon everyone who has stood by the Dayton a twenty foot addition to the church buildMission this past year. We thank you for ing. When completed they will have comyour prayers and offerings. May God bless modious Sunday School class rooms, a completely renovated interior including new
you all.
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largement of the church. A motion was
made and accepted that a building committee be elected. The committee is requested
to present plans for the building project at
a meeting to be held May 3. Since that time
the committee has met several times and
members of the congregation have been
visited in their homes for the purpose of
raising money toward the rebuilding project.
Brother John Engle was elected as congregational secretary for a three year
period.
January 22. Revival services opened and
continued nightly until February 9. Bishop
Henry N. Hostetter was the evangelist and
preached on varied and interesting subjects
such as, "Has Christianity Failed?," "Be Ye
Holy For I Am Holy," "The Unsearchable
Riches of Christ," "We Have Turned Every
One To His Own Way," "Satan Hath Hindered Me," "Three Hours of Darkness,"
"Shew Me Thy Glory," "A Life Time of
Bondage," and many others. There were
Children's Meetings every Tuesday and Friday evening before the evangelistic mesRedwood Country Church, Grants Pass. Ore. sage and many pre-sermon talks about the
Our Sunday School attendance in January mission work in India and Africa as seen
declined a little because of another of by the delegation. Sunday morning, FebruOregon's unusual winters. However, the in- ary 5, was Decision Day. Quite a number
terest in the Sunday School has continued.
During the months of January and February we met on Monday evenings in cottage
Facts
prayer meetings for special prayer for souls
who have been burdening our hearts. God
met with us in a gracious way. We surely
Roger Babson stated recently, "If the
thank Him for His presence in our midst.
tithing process were in operation in this
On February 2 Mr. Ray Swanson presented an illustrated message "God of Crea- country, the church would receive in tithes
tion." Mr. Swanson represented the Moody about four billion dollars a year. The fact
Bible Institute. We had a full church and of the matter is that church people give
some came in whose souls we are much less than 1% of their income to church and
interested.
missionary work. If this were increased to
For the evening service on February 12,
we were privileged to have Ken and Wanda 10% the church would become the most
Cumings with us. Mrs. Cumings is a chalk powerful organization in the world."
artist and Mr. Cumings is a tenor soloist,
John D. Rockefeller, the world's largest
both with a l i v i n g Christian message. contributor to humanity's needs, began to
Everyone greatly appreciated their mestithe when a small boy and tithed the first
sages in art and song and word.
On February 26 we began a one week dollar he made.
revival campaign with Rev. Harley Adams
William E. Gladstone, one of the world's
of the Cherry Grove Friends Church, Battle- greatest statesmen, tithed and urged his son
ground, Washington, as evangelist. The
Lord met with us in a wonderful way. We to do the same.
appreciated Bro. Adams earnest desire to
William Colgate, soap manufacturer,
see souls saved. We had the privilege of was urged by an old sea captain to make
praying with 16 children as they bowed at
an altar of prayer at the Decision Day good soap, give an honest pound, and set
service for the children. We pray that in- aside a tenth of every dollar earned for
deed they will be true to the Lord. They God.
need o u r p r a y e rs for many come from nonH. Z. Duke, Texas multi-millionaire merChristian homes.
We thank all of you fori your prayers and chant, began as a tither and increased his
interest in the work here. Continue to pray percentage of giving until before his death
for us.
he gave practically all his income to the
Lord's work.
Palmyra, Pa.
January 11. The Missionary Prayer CirJames L. Kraft, prominent layman of
cle with Sister Ethel Hoover as leader, held
their monthly meeting at the church on our Chicago, now the world's largest manuregular prayer meeting night. Written re- facturer of cheese, reached the brink of
quests were given to members and these bankruptcy before he suddenly realized he
requests were prayed for. Names of all had left God out. He repented, took God
foreign missionaries were passed to mem- into partnership, began to tithe, and now
bers of the congregation. Each person receiving one is expected to pray for that he is giving much of his time to persuading business men to take God into partnermissionary during the year 1950.
January 18. Bishop Titus Books presided ship through tithing.
over the Congregational Council. Reports
Many others have found that it pays to
were read and accepted from the Palmyra
and Shenks Sunday School, Palmyra Chris- pay God His due. "Give, and it shall be
tian Workers' Group, Trustees and Deacons. given you, good measure, pressed down,
Delegates were elected to represent our shaken together, and running over."
church at State Council. There was quite a
—Missionary Worker.
bit of discussion about plans for the en-

of children knelt at the altar and later testified to the saving power of their Lord.
There were others who made their way to
the altar during the meetings, some for the
first time, and others who expressed a need.
Attendance was very good even though
there were nights when driving was difficult
because of heavy fog and rain. Because of
home duties, Bishop Hostetter could not be
present on Tuesday, February 7, and Elder
Paul McBeth p r e a c h e d on the subject,
"Jacob— the Heel Catcher."
February 19. Bro. and Sr. Elam Dohner
and Sr. Esther Ebersole had charge of the
evening service. Bro. and Sr. Dolmen were
in our midst after attending the Bible Conference at Grantham. Esther also attended
Bible Conference and spent some time visiting her parents, Elder and Sr. Harvey Ebersole. Sr. Dohner and Sr. Esther told many
interesting accounts of their work during
the Christian Workers' hour and Bro. Dohner preached the evening message.
March 18. The Ladies' Chorus from
Grantham will render a program. The girls
will stay in the homes of members and
friends over night and return to Harrisburg for another program Sunday morning.
Other future events are the Gospel Team
from Grantham, Passion week services, our
annual communion service, and the Easter
programs.
—Mrs. Harry S. Lehman.
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pews, cloak rooms and nursery. At this
date the work is well under way and should
be completed in possibly six weeks.
The Mowersville congregation on February 23 also started their building project.
This calls for a complete excavation of
basement, new furnace, new pews, twenty
foot addition, and a complete remodeling.
Also planned for this summer is the erection of a new chunch building at Chestnut
Grove. Our district has been for around
ten years, holding meetings at a "little red"
school house just at the foot of South
Mountain. The Sunday School attendance
has climbed to the eighties, and the need
for more room is imperative. This building
is planned to be thirty-two feet by forty
feet. It will be of concrete block construction with a full basement.
With this building program we recognize
the need for a continual deepening of our
spiritual lives lest we become so busily
engaged in working that we allow the
sources of our spiritual life to run dry.
—David Wenger, Jr.
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Mechanicsburg, Pa.
We, here a t Mechanicsburg are very much
interested in Mission work and it was oun
happy privilege to have Bro. and Sr. Arthur
Pye with us on Sunday evening, February'
19. Their marvelous testimonies of how God
called them and led their paths into mission
work was a blessing as well as a challenge
to every one present.
On Sunday morning, February 26, we
witnessed a service which will not soon be
forgotten by anyone who was privileged to
be there. It was a Reception Service for a
class of eight candidates for church membership. Bishop E. H. Wenger brought the
message of the morning using as his theme,
"Things Conducive to Christian Growth,"
and as a text, Colossians 3:2. Then Elder
Reuben Simmons read from the 18th chapter of Matthew and Bishop Wenger officiated in the Reception Service. There were
many tears for gladness that morning.
Among these eight were four who had been
members of the church and who had drifted
back into sin, but who were gloriously saved
in our fall revival. These four especially
were so happy to be back, may I say, home.
While our brother had a shouting blessing
the others could only weep for joy. Words
cannot describe that service. It is best told
in the words of one of the sisters to the
writer, "Isn't it wonderful." Truly God has
been gracious to us. The eight new members received are: Rhoda Lebo, Mrs. Robert Lehman, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pottieger, Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Rombenger,
Leon Herr, and Samuel Simmons.
On Sunday evening, March 5, the Ladies'
Chorus from Messiah College presented a
program of sacred music. We especially
enjoyed their program of songs and also
the ringing testimonies of the members.
—Dorothy E. Senseman.
If we thought of God's glory first—as in
the Lord's prayer—and gave the secondary
place to our needs, we should please God
and gain our petitions better than we do.
—Fausset.
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On The Foreign Field
" A l p h a Cottage" Banmankhi
A heanty invitation is hereby extended
to all to visit us in our little bamboo-thatch
house in the village of Bishunpur, P.O. Banmankhi. Our mission compound is just
about one mile south of the railroad station
with the Mohammedan village of Bishunpur
near us on the north side and open fields
on the other three sides. At present there
are two houses on the compound; one for
Andreas, our preacher, and one for us. We
are comfortable and happy that we can now
enter into the work that has been entrusted
to us.
We are beginning with a "tour" at the
village of Khanua, our outstation about 10
miles southwest. Sr. Buckwalter and Sr. Dean Brother Hostetter:
Dick plan to be there for about a month
Greetings in Jesus' name.
concentrating their efforts on that one vilI would appreciate it greatly if you would
lage. They are following a new plan that publish the following special prayer rehas been used with success in other places. quests in the Visitor. We need definite inThe aim is to saturate one village with the tercessory prayer. We thank God that He
whole Gospel story, beginning with Creation hears.
and taking them lesson by lesson right
I. From Barjora
down through the Old Testament and lead1. Pray for the group of ten or twelve
ing on into the New Testament and the
applicants for baptism. Sr. Steckstony of Christ. These meetings are held at
ley is teaching them twice a week.
night after the work has been finished and
2. Pray for Sudbana, an orphanage
the whole village can gather and listen to
girl, who has been snatched back
the message. The meetings may be from
into Hinduism by relatives and
9:00 to 10:00 or later. Flannel-o-graph
married. She now lives in Supaul
pictures are being used now, and later when
where one of the missionaries saw
they have learned the stories we will show
her.
the colored slide pictures and repeat the
3. Pray for Sr. Steckley in her tourstory to fix it in their mind. We have a
ing work.
set of 100 slides on the Old Testament, and
II. From Saharsa
100 on the Life of Christ, so that we can
1. Pray fon Sr. Rohrer who plans to
give a week or two of meetings using these
go to Begu, Sarai for further tourpictures. We are praying fori and claiming
ing work.
this village of Santhals for Christ and we
2. Pray for the Summer Bible Rewould like to have you join us in this burfresher Course for all Bible women
den. Benjamin has been giving a witness
and preachers.
there for two years and now we feel that III. From Banmankhi
the field is ripe fori the harvest; pray that
1. Thank God for the opening of a
it may be a bountiful harvest of souls.
new mission station and pray for
the Lord's blessing on the work
We are starting weekly meetings here in
and workers as they minister to
our local village of Bishunpur using our set
the Santals and to the local vilof slides. This village is Mohammedan and
lages.
it was most interesting to see the reaction
2. Pray for funds for the building
when we showed and explained the story
program. Pray that materials will
of Creation, Adam, Abel and Cain, Noah,
become available.
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, etc. These char3. From the Santal Work.
acters are not strangers to those who have
a. Pray for Srs. Dick and Buckread their Koran, so there were many exwaiter now in Khanua (a Sanclamations of assent as the stories were
tal village). They are teachtold by Andreas. Thus we start on familiar
ing a definite Bible course to the
ground with them and lead them step by
whole village during the month
step into the Life of Christ and show them
of March.
how Christ fulfills the Old Testament.
b. Pray for newly-baptized members:
The building work is moving along slowly
Paul, a lepen, but has a glowing
and much depends on whether we get our
testimony.
order of coal this month for burning bricks.
Patras, opposed by his people
We do have a little coal on hand for burning
because he has become a Chrisenough bricks for the foundation and the
tian.
bricks are on hand to build up the kiln next
Sukul, baptized last October
week. Then we will proceed to put in the
and opposed also.
foundations and perhaps complete a small
c. Pray for inquirers:
out-building so that we will have a place
Pradhan, son of the local priest
for storing materials.
in Khanua village.
The work before us is great, and the
Guru and Bhagwan, heads of
hindrances are many. But we are going
families. They desire baptism
forward with courage and confidence bebut have been terribly opposed
cause we know that the work is not ours
local Hindu l a n d owners
# by
but God's. Join with us in prayers and inwhose land they farm.
tercession.
d. Pray for Khanua village. We
claim the whole village for God.
—Allen, Leoda and Joanne Buckwalter.
—Leoda Buckwalter.
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Sikalongo Mission
Choma, N. R., South Africa
January 20, 1950
Dear Friends and Praying Comrades:
Great is the Lord and greatly to be
praised. I praise Him anew this morning
for His faithfulness to the children of men.
After one day less than seven weeks of
travel with three stop-overs, London, Capetown and Southern Rhodesia, I have at last
come to the end of my travels. Towards the
end I was ready to fully agree with my
traveling and cabin companion of the South
Atlantic, Miss Campbell, when she said, "By
the time that I reach my mission station I
will be most glad to put my suitcases and
trunks on the shelf and leave them there
for the next five yeans."
Our voyage across the seas and train
journey inland was quite pleasant on the
whole but there was a little more strain
than usual connected with travel, especially
when we hit South Africa. There was a
celebration held at Pretoria, near Johannesburg on the 16th of December. It was the
unveiling of a monument on the part of
the Dutch people who migrated inland from
Capetown years ago. They are known as the
Vourtreckers. The trains were just crowded,
all going to Pretoria. Many people were
very apprehensive as to what might take
place politically. It is now in the past and
things seem to have settled down again.
At seven o'clock on the morning of December 8, our boat pulled into Table Bay at
Capetown. I was up at four-thirty that
morning as I wanted to see the first signs
of land and the approach to Africa. On my
previous arrival I was too sick to care much
what the country looked like but this time
I was feeling fine, thanks to dramamine
which helped me to come through the Cape
rollers without blinking an eye. It was a
grand sight as we moved slowly into Table
Bay. Table Mountain, so often referred to
as the mountain with a white table cloth
spread over it, was a perfect picture. The
table cloth seemed extra large, white and
fleecy that morning. I took several pictures
of it and I hope that they turn out all right.
Ruth Hunt, one of our co-workers on
short furlough to the Cape, was there to
meet me. When the boat docked I went out
on deck to see whether I could locate her
but she was not to be seen. Later, I went
out again and still did not see her but she
saw me and said later that it was worth
getting up at five in the morning to see the
most disappointed look on my face when I
thought that she failed to get there to meet
me. It was mighty nice seeing her, I'll
assure you. She had to wait three and a
half hours until we could actually greet
each other. It took most of that time to go
through customs. Mr. Roland was there also
as usual to meet the boat. Even though he
is nearing eighty, he is still befriending missionaries and doing a marvelous piece of
work, still teaches in the Cape University
and holds open air services.
Ruth and I had a long chat that afternoon and went for a long walk. She was
anxious to take pictures with her new
camera. The next morning her train pulled
out for Pretoria where she spent the remainder of her furlough. I remained over
until Sunday when Miss Campbell, Miss
Hodgeman, both cabin-mates, and I started
inland. The African sunshine seemed to me
to be brighter than ever; everything was so
green and beautiful. It is summer time in
Africa. The flowers are so bright and colorful. Christmas and the usual spirit of the
season had taken wings and flown somewhere!
(Continued on next page)
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On December 14 I arrived in Bulawayo
and was met by Bro. and Sr. Brubaker., Bro.
and Sr. Eyer, Lorraine, Rosemary and Edna
Bnubaker. It was planned that I was to
remain in the South for Christmas to which
I did not object. I visited Matopo and
Mtshabezi Mission station spending about a
week at each place. The three mission stations in the South had a Christmas gettogether Friday before Christmas at one of
the out schools near Matopo towards Mtshabezi. We were forty-two in number including children. In that way, I was able to
see all the southern workers before our next
conference, which I appreciated. I had
Christmas dinner with Bro. and Sr. Eyer,
former workers at Macha with me. I also
greeted the Matopo Church on Christmas
day.
Ruth joined me in the South a few days
before Christmas and then we traveled together up North arriving here on December
30. With the exception of Dorcas, who had
not been feeling too well, all the Northern
workers were in Choma to meet us.
Three weeks have already become history
since I arrived a t Sikalongo. The first Sunday* which was a very rainy one I greeted
the people here and then this past weekend we went over to Macha to greet the
people over there. That to me seemed like
getting home. It is quite a nife feeling to
be back and be able to talk in the language
again. This week I took over the medical
work here which is not as large as at Macha
but there will be golden opportunities to
witness for our Christ and help souls find
Him. I am challenged anew to be faithful
in all things whether small o r . g r e a t and
covet your prayers as I labour for the Master in Africa among the Batonga.

V I S I T O R

Christ or Creed
(Continued from page five)
attitude of the man who feels a certain
reverence for life, who is not devoid of
wonder and of awe as he moves about the
world. Religion is something vital with
him. He believes in something or somebody he cannot see. In the very warp and
woof of every great religious system may
be found this "numinous" element.
It is probably because of this numinous
element that people are religious. They
feel that there is something or someone
outside themselves, outside the sense world,
and they follow some code of conduct,
some prescribed ritual in order that they
might press their way toward it or Him.
Perhaps they may feel they make some
progress. Hindus, Moslems, even fetish

—Edna E. Lehman.

The Gospel of the Face
It is said of Fenelon that his communion
with God was such that his face shone.
Lord Peterborough, a skeptic, was once
compelled to spend a night with him at an
inn. In the morning he hurried away, saying, "If I spend another night with that
man, I shall be a Christian in spite of
myself."
Fenelon's manner, voice, and face reflected so perfectly the glory of Christ that
he was irresistibly attractive to even the
worldliest men and women.
—Earnest

Worker.

We are living in an age that aims to
rob religion of its inflammatory touch; an
age that looks upon all signs of emotion
and devotion with distress. The emotional
element in religion is being sadly neglected. Everywhere they are intensifying
intellect, and crying down emotion. They
tell seekers to take it by faith and never
mind feeling. Absurd! Faith and feeling
are inseparable. Faith always fruits in
•feeling. "Now being justified by faith, we
have peace." Peace is emotional. A religion without emotion is a religion without
God, for God is love, and how could one
have love and not have emotion? You
psychologists answer that!—F. Lincicome.

Lei not your heart be troubled.
Jciin 14: i.

worshipers a p p a r e n t l y derive some
strength, some consolation from their religion. This might seem to lead to the
conclusion that all religions are equal. It
has often been argued that if man has a
religious instinct, then it does not matter
which religion he chooses, for all will
satisfy that instinct. Christians need to be
careful here.
The Saving

Power

A danger that continually confronts us
is that of regarding Christianity merely as
another, though perhaps superior, religion.
Christianity is not just another religion. It
is the ultimate revelation of God in Jesus
Christ. "Go ye into all the world," said
Jesus, "and preach the Gospel to every
creature, and lo, I am with you a l w a y s . . . "
Christian missionaries go to heathen and
Moslem countries to preach of Christ, because He commands them so to do, but
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not only for this reason. They go because
they feel that they can offer all men, whatever their religion, something superior to
what they possess.
No religion except the Christian religion
reaches certainty, and the Christian religion reaches certainty not in its dogmas,
but in the person of Jesus Christ.
The only real assurance we can possess
about God and the life to come, is found
in Christ. That certainty is neither "scientific" nor "philosophical." in the usually
accepted sense of these words. It is what
we must call for want of a better word
experimental. Not that it conflicts with
reason, though it may transcend it, but its
chief bulwark lies in the personal witness
to the truth as it is in Christ.
We see in Him the Truth, the Light and
the Way, and as an artist knows when he
looks at a painting by a master, so we
know that in Him we are face to face with
the ultimate reality. Shall it be Christ or
Creed?
Christ is superior to our creeds. He
offers us infinitely more than we can find
either in science or philosophy, and even
the paths of religion are but sheep tracks
on the mountains — promising fair, but
leading nowhere, without Him.
At the World Conference of Christian
Youth at Olso, a West African Christian
said, "Christianity is always a personal religion . . . this fact may not be fully
realized by you youths of the older
churches. You tend to enjoy the fruits of
Christianity without necessarily making
Christ your personal Saviour. . .
That young African put his finger right
on the spot. Nothing can take the place of
a right relationship to Jesus Christ.
Are we committed to His service? Do
we call ourselves His followers? Then let
us not stray from Him. Let us keep Him
ever in our thoughts, ever in the centre of
the mental pictures we create. To be effective our lives must be Christocentric.
The way He leads is the right way, the
triumphant way. the sure way; other paths
are as dry watercourses in the desert, devoid of the water of life, starting nowhere
in particular, and leading nowhere. Christ
is the way, the only way to God, and all
the riches which reside in Him. Whatever
we do, let us keep to that Way. Or if not
yet His followers, He calls us to come
just as we are, and cast ourselves upon
His mercy. Will you come to Him, dear
reader? He calls you now. "Believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be
saved."
Then you, too, can experience life more
abundant, as you cease to be controlled by
self and learn to be controlled by Christ.
—Family Herald and Weekly Star.
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tian parents who sense their responsibility
to their children and young people — to
keep them in the hands of Christian teachers who are pledged to the Christian philosophy of education integrating and unifying the total college curriculum; Christian parents who will sacrifice everything
to make Christian education available to
their sons and daughters; Christian parents who are willing to pay twice for
education: once, when they pay their taxes,
and the second time when they pay tuition
at a Christian College; Christian parents
who are willing to do this in light of the
Christian fact that one soul is worth more
than the whole world, and who say: " I can
afford to spend my last dime on my son
and my daughter to give them the advantages of an evangelistically fundamental
Christian education."
Second, I would point to Christian college teachers who are definitely committed
to the Christian view of God's purpose in
history, society, the languages, the fine arts,
the sciences, the ethics, the economics, the
world, and the universe—thus embracing
every aspect of knowledge and every field
of human endeavor. Christianity ,is not

Robbing God
A Chinese preacher, speaking of robbing
God, used this illustration. It came to pass
that a man went to market with a string of
seven coins. Seeing a beggar that asked
for alms he gave the poor man six coins
and kept one for himself. The beggar, instead of being thankful, followed the good
man and stole the seventh coin also. What
an abominable wretch! Yes; and would
you to whom God has given six days, steal
the seventh also?—The Presbyterian.

1 •!• I
The way to Heaven is narrow. It is
bounded on one side by formalism and
on the other side by fanaticism. I wish
we were as much afraid of formalism as
we are of fanaticism. There are 550,000
formalists to every fanatic.—F. Lincicome.
Time is the most valuable article this
side of Jordan's icy stream, for time is the
stuff out of which we make life. Time is
something that cannot be recovered when
once lost. You can lose your health,
wealth, and knowledge and get it back,
but not so with time. A billion-dollar
corporation need not advertise, "Lost, yesterday, somewhere between sunrise and
sunset, two golden hours, each studded
with sixty diamond minutes." The past is
not yours to improve nor modify. The
past is a finished product; the present is
the raw material out of which you can
make a better product.—F. Lincicome.
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merely a series of doctrines, but a world
and life view that leads to a personal
knowledge of God through Christ. It takes
Christian teachers who have a sense of
mission about this—a Christian call akin
to that of a minister and a missionary—
together with a Christian personality that
is vibrantly contagious. It takes Christian
Teachers who are consecrated, and who
will sacrifice all, and live on subsistence
salaries. Across the country that means
less than one half the salary that is usually
paid for like training and experience.
Third, this consecration and sacrifice
must not stop with the parents and the
teachers. It would be unfair if it stopped
here. Christian lay-men and lay-women of
all walks of life must bear a like spirit of
consecration and sacrifice to help Upland
College perform the mission of a Christian
liberal arts college in this community.
Continued growth, here at Upland College,
is necessary to meet the demands of ever
higher standards of education. The college
is able to perform its full mission only if
there are an ever larger number of financial donors who will give of their tithes
and offerings for the Christian education
of young people. For this same purpose
the college needs donors of time for new
construction and improvement. Above all,
the college needs donors of time in prayer
and intercession for the spiritual and educational needs of the college, of the faculty,
and of the students. She is seeking no
fewer than five hundred prayer donors who
will consecrate an average of from three
to fifteen or more minutes per day in prayer for the college. The success of a Christian liberal arts college depends on prayer.
The mission, therefore, of a Christian
liberal arts college requires the assistance
of us all to make Upland College effective
as a Christian college to her students, to
this community, to the Brethren in Christ
Church, and to the world.—Upland College, Upland, California.

(Continued from page seven)
II. The Bible is the Missionary's Essential Handbook because he finds in
it his message—Christ's Atonement.
Too many missionaries today have departed from the central theme of missions.
In preparing this article, I scanned the
Tambaram, 1938, report, The World Mission of the Church. Many fine sentiments
and a modicum of seemingly sound theology are mouthed in this report. But
through the report runs the strain of emphasis on social service, social adaptation,
social ad infinitum. This spirit shows itself I n too many missionary programs today so that the message is blunted. One is
constrained to cry aloud, may God help
Brethren in Christ missions never to succumb to the spirit.
Just what is the missionary message according to the Bible? Paul said to the
Corinthians, "And I, brethren, when I
came to you, came not with excellency of
speech or of wisdom, declaring unto you
the testimony of God. For I determined
not to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified." 2 Also he
said. "But we preach Christ crucified, unto
the Jews a stumbling-block, and unto the
Greeks foolishness." 2 There is the message
—The Word of The Cross. And when that
is preached as exemplified in Zwemer's
"The Glory of the Cross" or Andrew Murray's "The Power of the Blood of Jesus,"
the sharp conflict develops with sin.
As Zwemer stated in his
Evangelism
Today, "The Cross of Christ is central and
is the great divide of history and of humanity. Before Christ, after Christ; in
Christ, out of Christ. When we preach the
message of the Cross it demands decision
and commitment, or rejection, because the
Cross itself is crucial and divisive. To
the right and to the left; to glory or to
gloom; to eternal life or to eternal death." 8
That is the central Biblical Message of
Missions.
III. The Bible is the Essential Handbook of the Missionary because he
finds in it his duty, motive, and
task.
This threefold thought is beautifully
summarized in the verse termed the Great
Commission, Matthew 28:19, 20—"Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching
them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you: and, lo, I am with
you alway, even unto the end of the world.
Amen."
The Missionary's duty is to GO—The
Command of Jesus Christ. "If we are going to remain true to the Bible's conception
of a missionary, we must go back to the
source—a missionary is one sent by Jesus
Christ as He was sent by the Father. The
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great dominating note is not first the needs
of men, but the command of Jesus Christ,
consequently the real source of inspiration
is always behind, never in front. Today
the tendency is to put the inspiration in
front; the great ideal is to sweep everything in front of us and bring it all out
in accordance with our conception of success. In the New Testament the inspiration
is behind, viz., the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. We are called to be true to Him, to
be faithful to Him, to carry out His enterprises."*
The missionary's motive is embodied in
the word "YE"—those of you who have
been born again and now have the nature
of the redeemed life. "The special person
called to do missionary work is every person who is a member of the Church of
Christ. The call does not come to a chosen
few, it is to everyone of us. The special
call is to stay at home. The big call remains—-'Go ye'; and if I am staying, I
have to give God the reason." 6
The missionary's task is summed up in
the words, "Teach all nations." or more
fittingly interpreted, "Disciple all nations."
This principle is to be found in all four
gospels. Matthew we have noted. In the
last chapter of Mark the task is defined as
the preaching of the gospel to every creature, accompanied by various' definitive
signs. Luke describes the task as preaching
repentance and remittance of sins, unto all
nations. The task in John is described by
the Lord Jesus as feeding His sheep and
tending His lambs. The several methods in
performing the task are as varied as the
conditions and needs of the nations among
whom the missionaries are sent.
In reality then the task as described assumes a two-fold proportion: (1) The ministry of God's Word and proclaiming of
Redemption; (2) The discipling of those
who are saved. We are so apt to forget that
the primary and great reason for missions
is not first the elevation of the people, nor
first education, nor even first the salvation
of the people, but first and foremost, the
command of our Lord—"Go ye, therefore,
and teach or disciple — make disciples—
amongst all the nations."
IV. The Bible is the Missionary's Essential Handbook because in it he finds
his Power.
This Power comes first in the Spirit-filled
Life. (Acts 1:8). I do not pause here for
surely no one should ever have gone to the
field or become a missionary in the strictest sense of the word, without first having
become aware of and knowing for a certainty and experientially the Spirit-filled
life. Nor should any Mission Board cons i d e r any applicant who is not clear as to
his or her status before God in relation to
His Holy Spirit dwelling within.
Second, then, this Power in the Spirit as
it applies to the missionary must come
through a continual study of The Word
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of God. To us the words of our Lord become very real as found in John 16:7-15.
(7) Nevertheless, I tell you the truth;
it is expedient for you that I go away: for
if I go not away, the Comforter will not
come unto you; but if I depart, I will send
him unto you.
(8) And when he is come, he will reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment;
(9) Of sin, because they believe not on
me;
(10) Of righteousness, because I go to
my Father, and ye see me no more;
(11) Of judgment, because the prince
of this world is judged.
(12) I have yet many things to say unto
you, but ye cannot bear them now.
(13) Howbeit when he, the Spirit of
truth, is come, he will guide you into all
truth: for he shall not speak of himself;
but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he
speak: and he will shew you things to
come.
(14) He shall glorify me: for he shall
receive of mine, and shall shew it unto you.

The First Easter
Gladys

Payne

On that first and happy Easter,
On that early Sunday morn,
Mary Magdalene was weeping,
She was feeling so forlorn.
Suddenly a voice was speaking
'Twas the Master in disguise,
'Twas the Master gently
whispering,
"Mary, I shall no more die."
Mary's heart was filled with gladness,
And she stooped to kiss his feet:
But he gently
remonstrated,
"I must first sprinkle the Mercy Seat.'
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(15) All things that the Father hath
are mine: therefore said I, that he shall
take of mine, and shall shew it unto you.
V. The Bible is the Essential Handbook
of the Missionary because it helps
him to maintain the proper balance
in relation to final events and the
proper perspective as to his Goal in
his work as a missionary.
In this respect an understanding of the
eschatological principle in missions as portrayed in both of Paul's letters to the
Thessalonians is helpful, yea. vital. The
key verse seems to be I Thessalonians 1:9,
10:
"For they themselves shew of us what
manner of entering in we had unto you,
and how ye turned to God from idols to
serve the living and true God; And to
wait for His Son from heaven, whom he
raised from the dead, even Jesus, which
delivered us from the wrath to come."
We would do well to align all of our
program, methods, and perspective with
these words—we turned, to serve, to wait—
to wait for his Son from heaven.
We conclude with the feeling that we
have but touched the fringes. We have
but skirted the larger patterns and avoided, purposely, the detailed applications in
any but a suggestive way. But we do trust
that this article has stirred us to a renewed appreciation of the Word of God
in its unlimited possibilities of application to what we are and where we are, especially those of the missionary fold.
I feel very much like the Apostle Paul
—-"Unto me, who am less than the least of
all saints, is this grace given, that I should
preach among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ." (Ephesians 3 : 8 ) .

Won't you come and meet Messiah?
Own Him gladly as your King?
You will join in that glad anthem
You will make whole Heaven ring.

"Nerve us with patience, Lord, to toil or
rest,
Toiling at rest on our allotted level,
Unsnared, unscared by world or flesh or
devil,
Fulfilling the good will of Thy behest.
Not careful here to hoard, not here to
revel,
But waiting for our treasure and our zest
Beyond the fading splendour of the west,
Beyond this deathstruck life and deadlier
evil.
Not with the sparrow building here a
house,
But with the swallow tabernacling, so
As still to poise alert, to rise and go
On eagle wings, with wing
outspeeding
wills,
Beyond earth's gourds and past her almond boughs,—
Past utmost bound of the
everlasting
hills."

Ah, Messiah how I love Thee,
I will sing it more and more.
Here, our feeble lips do sing it
Better, on the other Shore.

Notes.
1. p. US.
2. I Corinthians 2:1, 2, and 1:23.
3. p. 40ff.
4. Chambers Oswald, "So Send I You," p. 74.
5. Ibid, p. 78ff.

Then with joyful
transformation,
Mary hastened on her way,
With the joyful
proclamation.
That the Christ was alive to stay.
Not in person will he stay here,
But He'd send the Holy Ghost;
Yet He'd shew Himself
Messiah,
Ere He joined the Heavenly Host.
I'm so glad I've met
And I own Him as
I expect to help the
Make the vault of

Messiah,
my King,
Angels
Heaven ring.
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M
O who shall roll away the stone,
Where lies the loving form
Of Him. who died our steps to guide,
And save us from the storm?
We trusted that He'd be our King,
And reign in David's stead;
But since He's killed, our hearts are filled
With sorrow for the dead.
0 who shall roll away the stone?
It is of massive size;
It has been sealed and will not yield,
And who will heed our cries?
But hope was strong within the breast,
Their faith was yet alive;
Tho' much depressed they could not rest,
But only onward strive.
O who shall roll away the stone?
Again we hear them say;
But in the night an angel bright,
Removed it far away;
Then when they reached the sacred place,
Where Jesus did repose;
The tomb, unsealed, to them revealed
That He from death arose.

David

Mohler

h y F
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0 who shall roll away the stone—
An answer clear He gave;
Death could not chain Him who did gain
The victory o'er the grave;
Their hearts with joy now overflowed,
As they beheld their Friend;
With holy fear they now draw near—
Who loved Him to the end.
0 who shall roll away the stone—
The doubt not yet removed;
From some who spake they'd ne'er
sake,
For which they were reproved;
Some hasted for themselves to see,
While others doubt expressed;
But that same night, to their delight,
The Savior them addressed.

i

%
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0 who shall roll away the stone,
When earthly scenes are o'er;
When the boatman pale shall set the sail
Toward the unknown shore?

Jehovah's hand will guide us through
If we have done His will;
And in that land we'll understand,
His love abideth still.
—Dayton, Ohio.
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" / N H , THIS everlasting begging!' mutV ^ tered Herbert Morris, impatiently,
as he and his wife reached the street.
"Why I thought that was such an uplifting sermon," she said in surprise.
"Oh, the sermon was all right," her
husband answered grudgingly. "But I do
get so tired of all this calling for money,
money, money. One would think that was
the main business of the church."
"Well, as far as. I have been able to see,
you can't get very far in any direction
without money," she replied reasonably.
"Well, of course, money is necessary,
but it isn't the god that we Christians worship by any means," he protested.
Mrs. Morris sighed. She wanted to say
a number of things. But she had learned
by experience that her lawyer husband
loved to match his wits against others in
argument, so she held her tongue.
Instead she put her mind on the question
of what she would be able to do without
in order to suitably answer the appeals
for an Easter offering.
To her the sermon of the morning had
emphasized the gift of God—His Son—for
a lost and ruined world. And that Son—
Jesus Christ — gave His life — shed His
blood—to atone for the sins of this same
world. And that we—as His followers—
could do no less than give of our means
to send the knowledge of salvation to those

*7<4e Sadies
who still do not know. To Mrs. Morris the
obligation was inescapable. But every minister is faced with the same problem. He
never knows how his message is heard.
Herbert Morris chose to listen only to his
appeal for money and ignore the basis of
the claim.
It rankled a bit that his wife did not
defend her point. At the dinner table he
again broached the subject.
"I ask you. Lora," he began, "does it not
seem too bad that a minister in a church
the size of ours should spend so much
time on the framework of the Gospel?"
"Framework?" she repeated with a puzzled frown. "I don't think I quite understand you."
"Don't be dense," he said testily. "Of
course you do! The framework of a building is the solid timber or iron structure
that supports it. For the most part it is
hidden—out of sight. But it is nevertheless essential. Every one knows it is there.
But you don't go around talking about it
all the time."
" Y e s ? " she said interrogatively. "I still
do not see."

OIU/UHXJ,
He sighed and explained with exaggerated patience. "Just this. Reverend Collins acts as if we did not know that money
is necessary in making the framework of
our structure. There must be preachers,
and c h u r c h e s , and missionaries, and
chapels, and all of that. And of course it
takes money. But I fail to see why it is
necessary to stand up in the pulpit Sunday after Sunday and tell us all these
things that we have heard from childhood.
One of the first sermons that I recollect
was preached by a man who was raising
funds to build a new church somewhere."
"Did you give?" asked his wife quickly.
A thought had come to her. If only she
could make it clear. ->
"What? Oh, yes, I did! I put in a dime
I had been saving to buy a special kind of
candy. But that preacher fairly pulled that
coin out of my pocket," he remembered.
"And did you regret it afterward?" she
pursued.
"No, I didn't! As a matter of fact I had
a very comfortable feeling over that dime,"'
he admitted. "I felt that I had a real share
—a brick, if you please—in that church,"
and a reminiscent smile twisted his lips..
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"Don't you suppose there were some in
the congregation that day that felt—well,
a bit irritated at that appeal ? As if it were
unnecessary some ways?"
"I happened to remember that there was,
now that you mention it," and his smile
grew broader. "After we got out of doors
I heard Deacon Osgood muttering something about preachers being everlasting
beggars when they ought to be preaching
the 'riches of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.'
But no one ever paid any attention to him.
They were used to his growling."
Mrs. Morris smiled to herself. He was
falling into her trap. She was "used" to
her husband's "growling" where collections were concerned.
But she only asked quietly, "Don't you
suppose there might have been a boy in
the congregation today that needed this
message the same as you did in your
youth?"
"Lora!" he exclaimed. "And was I the
growling deacon?" His tone held dismay.
Was that the glimpse of himself "as others" saw him?
His wife smiled wisely and said, "I only
hope the boy—if he was there—didn't hear
you. I'd hate to think that anyone would
carry the life-time impression of you that
you have had of Deacon Osgood all these
years."
Herbert Morris was plainly taken aback,
and for once was jarred out of his snug
attitude of self-complacency.
"Do you know, dear," he said to his
wife afterward; "just today I have realized
more keenly than ever before what I've
missed in not having a son."
Lora had not expected him to think
along that line and looked her inquiry—
"Yes," he went on, "all this afternoon
that little grave of Herbert Morris, Jr., has
been before me. He could have kept me
from getting so hardened—so set in my
ideas. It has been a distinct loss to me."
He paused and she said, "I often think
of him as I look at Paul Wayland. He
was only a month younger than Herbert."
The man nodded. "Paul was in the service this morning. I noticed that he seemed
impressed with something."
"He was," Lora assured him. "His
mother called me this afternoon while you
were in your room. She said that Paul
felt that he must give something in response to that appeal. He has no money
so he wants to give himself as an Easter
offering. If only Herbert might have been
with him in this," and her eye misted.
"Lora, I have been busy," said her husband, "too busy, I suspect. I've made no
effort to keep in touch with young people.
You have the advantage of me there. With
you* Sunday school class, and junior missionary work, you have a chance to watch
the unfolding of young minds and see the
development of spiritual life. You know
better than I what to expect of them."
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R. E. Neighbor,
The seed we sow, springs forth, bears
grain,
It dies, but dies to live again;
Shall man, redeemed, God's masterpiece,
Be sown in death, without release;
Just die and then extinct become,
And have no resurrection home?
Or, shall he die and live anew,
To travel far beyond the blue?
To fully know as he is known,
To gather round the Father s throne,
To live a larger, fuller life,
Unmarred by mundane sordid strife?
Our Lord didst die, but rose again,
As from the seed rose up the grain;
Shall saints breathe, then, a few short
gasps
This attitude of humility was certainly
unlike her dogmatic husband, Lora thought
whimsically. It would be fine if something
occurred more frequently to send his mind
along the backward track, if this was going to be the result.
"It's not too late, yet," she told hirn
gently. "The leader of the young people's
group is going to leave shortly, and you
would be fine to take his place, I know.
They need a man's man, who is also a follower of the Lord Jesus Christ."
Morris drew back. "I'm—not—worthy,
Lora," he said humbly. "I saw today as I
have never known before, that I have missed the point in much of Christ living. I've
insisted on dogma, creed, and church attendance. I have been the one to insist
upon the framework of the Gospel. These
are necessary, hut who wants to live exclusively in the frame of the house? I see
it now. It is pure formalism—content to
leave the Lord in His cold tomb. But that
is not the message that brings hope to the
world, Lora. It is the risen Christ! The
warm, pulsing life of Christ that throbs
through our very being, that we need."

D. D.

Of earth-bound air, then have relapse?
As dust to dust, they all return?
The seed that dies, the thought doth
spurn!
We, too, shall live to scatter gloom,
And fill the world with fragrant bloom..:
The seeds comes forth with bud and flower,
All filled afresh with joy and power;
Perhaps it grows a mighty tree,
From bondage unto death set free
To preach to us that from the earth,
We, too, as in a second birth,
Shall spring to life, no more to die,
But in new bodies dwell on High.
—Christian Life.
"The Easter message! yes," she agreed.
"Because He lives, we, too, shall live."
"That's it," he said with kindling eyes,
"and because He gave, we. too must give.
Money, yes, if He has put it into our hands.
I have been blind, Lora—blind and selfcentered, trying to pick motes from the
eyes of my brethren, and finding flaws in
the sermons of the minister. I'm ashamed.
I'm sorry," he said contritely.
"Thank the Lord," was his wife's fervent ejaculation.
"Yes, thank Him for opening my eyes.
Now, what do you think about that Easter
offering?" she questioned.
"What do you have in m i n d ? " she asked. She knew there was something on his
heart.
"Why, this," he answered. "You said
Paul Wayland is giving himself. Our Herbert is safe in the arms of Jesus. He will
never need the money we have piled up in
the bank vaults. Suppose as our Easter
offering we give a chapel in his memory
where the Gospel may be proclaimed, and
where precious souls may meet the risen
Lord?"—Selected.
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